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By BARBARA MEISSNER
A manual food service cafeteria

the main focus of the Baruch dining services management committee, which was formed on Oct. 18,
1988. according to Mitchell
Cooper ~ a Day Session Student
Government upper council and i
committee member.
The cafeteria~'which will serve
food manually, is expected to be ill
operation by the end of the spring
'89 semester.
It will be located at the 46 E. 2~
St. building on the 5th floor, said
Cooper. The _ cafeteria has, the
"'"capacity to hold between 125-1S()
r.-- - ,
people;- 3Ctt>lCting to- -the-- Request
'--par--ProposaJ;wnlcn outlines 'the ';
. details of the program.
Daiiy ~ wfn-I» featured. .
IS

..

. :;:; =:I~tU_i

"We were doing it for a humillitarian cause. There is nothing wrollg willa what we
did," Day Session S...... Govenlillftit Preside". Ai~ Bomoastated, eommeating on wby he aDd DSSG Treasurer Helen Lallgie approved an unauthorized loan to
tbe African Stlldents Associatic)D.

---------------------------- ------By GEORGIA KONTOS
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Day Session Student Government
President Ainsley Boisson and

. (ASA) without council's approval.
Mitchell Cooper, upper council,

The budgets not approved and
time being a major factor, Payne

'aria

askedBoisson
LallgTe' forthdr
help. "I approached them asking
them, well look, this is what we
were working on. This is the project
we nave and could you help us,

because we can't wait until near to
" loan. When-he confronted Boisson the ending of the Semester which is
.~- .
~- it:;.:~~:_.·.~~.~ ",
'"-.. .....
and LaUgie~ they were unawareof when the budgd- tbe final alJ«a'the procedures, which are written tions were given to us on November
on the first page of the DSSG con- 17. That wouldn't give anyDody
enough time to go and order butstitution.
"There is nothing wrong with the tons and the whole process of sign,
loan. Loans are fine and good. The ing up tables," Payne added.
I
BoisSOR apologized to council at
only problem I -had with· this whoIt
I
thing is just the procedure which a meeting held on November 22_ ••I
; unfortunately wasn"t done," admit that was our fault. I
Cooper said. He also added that apologize for tile mistake, he said.
a, KENNETH E. BROWN
I
At the meeting Cooper proposed
there are other council members
~i
that
any member of council should
: that are upset about this incident.
~I The psychology Department of a turn to talk about what research: According to Michelle Payne, also sign. a voucher. Carl Aylman,
the .School of Liberal Arts and they are currently doing, and how: president of the ASA, the money Director of Student Activities, said
their teaching is proceeding. "It's i was used for buttons and ribbons. that it would take forever to get
~ Sciences has the highest average
i teacher evaluation ratings, 4.4 on a
just a brown bag lunch ... but, we ; "OUf club decided that we wanted three people to sign a voucher. The
scale of 1 to 5~ according to analysis learn a lot about each other," said I to do something special, as far as Board of Trustees only requires two
iI done
signatures. "Nothing they did was
~ the Question of Africa is concerned.
by The Trier. The Finance Lutwak.
The Economic and Finance i One thing we wanted to do as the illegal. Procedure was wrong.
Department has the lowest average
DepartmeDt has a different story i USA, was to try to give a Christmas You've been elected and then you
at 3.69.
Nita Lutwak, deputy chairperson most students donto have any I gift t basically to our brothers and learn .: Nobody goes through a six
of the Psychology Department,said backsroundin quantitative subject sisters in Africa," Payne said. The year training program. You learn by
doing," Ayiman added,
lunch/dinner special will cost ap- teacher recruitment is not coo- ~uerand will rmd the coursework amount was $325.00.
Some people have accused
proximately $2.75, according to ducted much differently in her harder' ~ therefore are more likely
Cooper. Boisson and Lallgie of bedepartment than any other but a to give a finance professor a lower
Cooper.
ing racist. •'A lot of peoThe committee chose the 26th St. great emphasis is placed OD carina evaluation score, according to Vinple said there is racism involved in
location because there is kitchen about students as individuals. A na- cent Su, chairperson of the
this. Racism of the part in the loan
equipment already present there. tional search is used and ~ EcoDomics and Finance Departbeing granted. Racism in the part in
Also, that building has potentially committees are formed to make hir- ment. •'The subject matter is much
me bringing it up. Saying why did
the largest number of students and ing decisions. New teachers withOut harder in the Economics and
faculty, passing through if on any tenure are audited ~ aBd ·F'"maACe Department. Of course the
See Pap A7, CohIma 5
given constructive criticism. "We ~ would be higher in the
given day, according to the RFP.
During a given week 34,813 ask them about their reseuch in- English Department or the Law
students and faculty can be ex- terests and, very imPOJ:~tJre~ , nep.~," Su stated.
'Mae teacher evaluation ratings
pected to enter the building, accor- their philosophy of teaChing.' t Lutfor eacb discipline were averaged to
ding to the RFP. The 'committee wak says. "We want to know they
EDITORIALS A2
let an academic departmenthopes .to have an additional value the students."
According to Lutwak, morale is av«aee. 1bese evaluation ratings
cafeteria at 17 Lexington Ave. ac*ere printed in the Nov. 22 issue of
high and the atmosphere friendly
cording to Cooper.
OP-EDS
TM, TICker and the second Part is
A3
The hours proposed for and collegial in her- department.
printed
in
this
issue.
The
average
operating the cafeteria are 8 a.m, - 8 "We an have mutual respect for
FEATURES
81
p.m. Monday-Thursday and 9 a.m, each other and get along well," she doesn't necessarily represent the
tOtal Dumber
professors in each
- 2 p.m. on Fridays during the fall, says. The psychology depaJtlneDt - dep8rtment
ARTS
becuase
our analysis I-Da~J,..;.:-..;.,SI!III-.;,..-~-St-~~......;.-.G09~-=er_.:;;:=.
.:...::..-It
..
a couple of times a
spring and summer semesters, with faculty
year for lunch. Every teacher takes
SPORTS
See Pap AS. on.. I
Trasarer . . . . '
.
814
See Page A7p CoIuma 3
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LOOK BEFORE YOU LOAN

Founded in 1932

.Do You J(nowlt's Chrlstmastime?

Caitlin Mollison

-:
/'

editor-in-chief

Recently the African Students' Association was loaned money by the Day Session Student Government president and
treasurer without Council's approval. While the first page of the DSSG's constitution forbids this, it is important to
realize that mistakes do occur and that they must sometimes be forgiven.
The ASA wanted to sell buttons and ribbons and donate the proceeds to the needy in Africa, but ASA president
Michelle Payne had not had her club's budget approved. As she knew it would be too late to set up the project when the
budgets were finally passed, she approached DSSa president Ainsley Boisson and treasurer Helen Lallgie to ask for a
loan. In their haste to push a worthwhile idea through, Boisson and Lallgie a little overzealously omitted to put the request for money before Council.
Members of the Student Council were angered by Boisson and Lallgie not following proper procedure and this became
the cause of a heated debate at the DSSG's Nov. 22 meeting. Soisson and Lallgie were properly apologetic and should
not be judged too harshly for their actions. What they did was done in good faith and they both learned their lessons.
Several members of government, however, seemed displeased that the topic was even brought up at a council meeting
and even attempted to imply that those council members who were upset over the incident were guided by racial motives.
There is no excuse for this kind of behavior and our hats are off to those government members who spent time at a
meeting to work out and discuss the problem rather than sweeping it under the rug. Additionally, the ASA must be commended for coming up with an idea that is in the true spirit of the holidays.
We are hopeful that in the future ossa members will become more familiar with their constitution and we needn't rern.nd anyone that if club budgets were passed sooner, problems such as this one would not arise.

Anne E. Schwimmer
managing editor

Eric Kun
news editor

John Greco
features editor

Martin Starkey
arts editor

Mickey Kramer
sports editor

Christopher A. Ward
advertising manager

Laura Kryshak
business manager

SAVE THE WORLD,
BUT START AT HOME
Baruch College is in one of the strangest neighborhoods in New York City. A short walk from 26th Street to 23rd
Street at lunchtime will bring you through two entirely opposite worlds. First there is the world of the suited and
sunglassed group of executives who stand outside the Met Life Building. Joking and laughing in the sun, they epitomize
the kind of lifestyle that many at Baruch are striving for. Walking past the Hotel George Washington is an entirely different story, however. Drug addicts and bag ladies, some criminals others simply victims of misfortune, the people of
this world do not need elaborate description. We know them already. Some might wonder, frightened, how these people
came to be in that state and if a similar string of bad luck might not drag a onetime observer into the same dungeon of
despair.
This glaring contrast lives with us day after day yet it is being completely ignored at Baruch, even though it is obvious
that we want to help those less fortunate than ourselves. The same sympathy for human suffering which flows from us
here to those in faraway places should also be used to make things better in our world: New York. There is a peculiar
kind of snobbery involved in sending money to people and places removed from our own experience. It seems to say that
just throwing money at a problem is enough, and that our own problems are so small in comparison that we have to
search for other places and other peoples to help with our charity. The giver is allowed to walk away thinking, "I've
helped, l 've given some of my hard-earned money; now someone else can put it to use to solve the problem. Let someone
else worry about putting out the energy to make it work."
This kind of attitude also removes the giver from any blame should the attempt prove a failure. In this way the person
who donates just supplies the capital and abandons the solution to another's responsibility. But any successful
businessperson will tell you that money is not enough in itself to solve a problem. A successful investment means not just
an invest ment of money, but also of time and energy put in by people who are working hard to reach a goal.
In theThird World people are struggling to pull their countries and lives together. They are slowly winning a battle
against incredible difficulties, thanks in part to financial help from others. They are winning mostly due to hard work
and grim determination, however.
Here in New York City and on the Baruch campus we should follow their example and apply similar determination to
solve the problems we can reach most easily; the end of which we would benefit from the most directly. As we help people in New York and around Baruch, we would also help ourselves to a better city and the knowledge that we were able to
make it so.
This holiday season, let's turn over a new leaf and start to seek out ways to meet the challenges which need our atteni ion here at home.

Quotation ofJh~ _¥ortnight
"Anyone who says there is racism involved
that's a lot of bullshit, "
-Mitchell Cooper, upper council member of the
Day Session Student Government, on DSSG President
Ainsley Boisson and Treasurer Helen Lallgie's decision
to give the African Students' Association money.
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By RANDEL STUBBS

Recently, there has been
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~
d iscussion at council ~~tings
three copies to both the Student Ac- about to what extent the Day
session Student Gover~ent will
tivities Center and the Student
fund Black History Month and
Government Club Chartering Committee. It is also necessary to file of- Women's History Month in the
ficer cards with the Student Ac- Spring of 1989. I was dismayed
tivities Center, the Student Govern- to hear some council members
By MARIA LIU
ment and an officer singnature card would like to sponsor just one
with the Student Services Accoun- event, while other council
Dear Troubleshooter,
ting Unit. All club officers must be members state that student
How does somebody go about
registered for 12 credits and have a
government should not playa
forming a new club?
2.0 index. You can pick up all the
Sincerely,
necessary forms in Rm. 104 at the supportive role in ethnic and/or
racial celebrations.
Michelle Camacho
Student Activities Center.
In a country of immigrants, I
Please send all questions to The asked how can student govern·
Dear Michelle,
Ticker Troubleshooter c/o The
In order to form and maintain a
ment not sponsor ethnic events.
Ticker. 137 E. 22 St. Room 301F. It
club at Baruch College, you need to
must be typed or handwritten Baruch College has a profound
have at least ten Baruch students as
legibly. Please use your real name, and divisified cultural make-up,
members. You will also need to
these ethnic events, could be
no pseudonyms.
construct a constitution and submit
emotionally and educationally
....;.------~-----~------------_t
fulfilling.

I
I
I

·Cker '
oubleshooter

i

I
i

I

Johnny Tse

An article in the Nov. 22 issue entitled

"New CUNY Task Force Created" incorrectly referred to Associate Biology
Professor John H. Wahlert as the
chairperson of the Natural Science
department. Professor Miriam Sidran
is actually the chair of the department.

Jan. 30
Jan. 24

Linda Zuech

The Ticker is published bi-weekly, eight
times a semester, by The Ticker Editorial
Staff at 137 E. 22 St., New York N.Y.
10010, Room 301F. All work except
typesetting and printing is done by Baruch
undergraduate and graduate, or CUNY BA
students. All typed and signed contributions and letters are welcomed and should
be mailed to the above address. Our office
is open during regular school hours. Any
display advertising questions should be
directed to the advertising or business
managers at (212) 725·7620.
Printing and typesetting by J ae Kim Printing Co. Inc., 40 W. 22 St., New York, NY
10010.
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In the Spring of 1988, the
DSSG, along with 13 clubs and
the Alumni Association,
celebrated Black History Month
with 23 events. This was un',,: "~, ;;; ':"";~'",,,<~y.',., ,,< . '.. ' , :. :,: '; precedented
10 the college s
:l:.~ '~'
history. It was not a month filled
:.: ,.;,y:,~,>,,, ~,""'~ :: ·;-:P,-~" ._..~~".;- ~,-:?: with activities just for people of
African decent, it was created
for the entire Baruch community. I became very much
displeased to hear through the
grapevine that "the blacks are
disorganized." How can one be
disorganized when an operation
.
..".
.
such as Black History Month
. ... .....
1988 at Baruch was an astounding accomottshrnent, well
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organized and welf planned.
Some people may question
the need for Black History
Month. I understand their
motives, just as I understand
Carter G. Woodsen's motives,
the author of The Miseducation
of the Negro, wilen he
developed Negro History Week
in the early part of the 20th century.
Mr. Woodsen felt the need to
study a culture dismantled after
244 tears of slavery and 100
years of legal segregation.
Some may forget that segregation was nothing more that a
new form of slavery. It a sense, I

back
from
becoming
"educated" in a spirtual and
academic sense, and omitted
from the development of
America in political and social
ways. However, physically, the
African made cotton king, for no
wages, from sunset to sundown.
In a way, Black History Month
was beckoning with the first
slave revolts in the latter part of
the 1700s America manifested
the need for Black History
Month. For the dehumanizing
state of slavery made it lrnpossible for one to maintain a
sense of self-worth when one is

I became very much displeased to
hear through the grapevine that "the
blacks are disorganized. "
agree wi th t he Jewish stripped of his dignity, and most...
philosopher Martin Buber, that importantly:FREEOOM.
segregation seeks to regulate a
However, some may still feel
person to a status of a thing, that slavery is a thing of the
substituting the t-thou for l-lt.
past and we must somehow try
The need for Black History to forget it, such as when one
Month began when the first tries to push a nightmare out of
AfriCan was brutally taken from one's consciousness. It would
Africa for enslavement in the be foolish and dangerous to
Americas and the Caribbean. forget slavery, merely for the
This practice continued to grow simple reason that at a stroke
as families were brought and. of a pen one can be enslaved
sold like cattle,
women were
(Conunue
.
d on rage..
0
44 Col. 4'1/
.
raped at whim, people were hetd . ,
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Tbe Tkker

'OP-ED
Ethnic
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
Celebrations
EXPLAINED
OVERVIEW~: This

brief article,
based on a real match of current consumer needs and store
stock, explains international
marketing. That is, how Hanukkah and Christmas ethnic foods
and gifts come to New York City
(as a reminder of the "Old
World" traditions). The process
of international intermodalism
is explained. 'Intermodalism' is
the loading of a box or ocean
container at an overseas factory, and then using this box on
several different types of
transportation: ocean ship,
railroad flat car, and highway
tractor trailer.
You probably wal ked on "International Shopping Street."
That is, between the 360 Park
Ave. So. and 17 Lexington Ave.
Did you ever see it that way?
Well you were there! I see it that
way too! Going south on Park
Aven ue, you pass a Greek coffee shop, several Korean
managed grocery stores (with
lots of imported fresh fruit and
vegitables), past a woman's
fashion shop (Made in Taiwan?),
a record shop with overseas
h its and even a European toy
train store. Where did all of
these goods come from and
how did it get in the stores for
us to buy?
There is a story behind those
shelves. It is the realization that
marketing today is a global activity _ The merchants in these
stores-and
millions of
others-are at the end of a
channel of distribution which
support New York City sales. A
key in this chain is the Land·
bridge_ This means, that using
the same box or container, the
person at the foreign factory
packed the container, it traveled
1,000's of miles,and was not
touched from its original resting
place. A Landbridge is an "intermodal" process in which a container may travel by several ditferent types of transportation:
ocean ship, barge, railroad,
highway truck or trai ler.

Page AS
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again. Just as we cannot forget
the insidous, tragic leadership
By DR. LAWRENCE A. WILLS
of Adolf Hilter, we can never
forget that when the framers of
The land bridge and the inter- the United States drew UP
system
will
allow
her
modal transportation have
shipments to each both parts
the Constitution, t he African
changed the nature of the
of the world through the West
was 3/5 of a man. We must not
Coast or East Coast ports. The. ocean shipping industry in th is : forget the pardoxicat wisdom of
country. The shipping company
landbridge is best illustrated in
equality Thomas Jefferson
is
no
longer
operating
on
Iy
!
the following example. The
stated, "All men are created
vessels
but
also
with
rail
and
;
freight which is shipped from
equal" though he had slaves
tru
ck.
It
is
because
the·
Ian
d:
Asian countries for Europe and
laboring for him and African
bridge
requires
the
use
of
inter:
the U.S.' destinations, can be
women as mistresses.
modalism; (therefore, in order i
moved on a ship that is bound
Nor must we forget that presifor the shipping companies 10 : dent Abraham Lincoln, who
from the Asian countries for the
survive in this industry, they , understood that the nation canU.S. West Coast at Long Beach,
California. From here on the
have to provide the door-to-door , not survive half slave and half
goods will be transported by usservice which is the mai n idea; free. Mr. Lincoln then came to
ing either rails or trucks to their
behind intermodalism. The: the conclusion that he had to
final destination in the U.S. or to
future trend of the shipping in- : sign the Emancipation Prothe ports in the East Coast of
dustry in this country will de- : clamation in order to save the
union.
All in all, I am not bitter for
the
enslavement of people. I am
Going south on Park ,,4 venue, yo.u pass a Greek.
ashamed of the fact that they
coffee shop and several Korean-managed did not come to Ameri ca as people but as things. Although they
grocery stores...
worked for no wages, health
benefits, or for the sake of
the U.S. If the goods are destinpend on the volume improve- freedom, they were kept from
ed for the European countries,
ment in the trade between· the participating in the developthen, these goods will t.e
U.S., Europe and the Pacific rim
ment of these Americas as a
transshipped by a second ship
countries; especially the Far whole. Just a few years ago a
for their final arrival port and
East countries. Presently, the. center for study such as Baruch
ultimate destination in Europe.
Far East countries (as a group) ! could not have been allowed
The land bridge transportaare already the largest trading! because of the Supreme Court
tion involves the use of interpartners of the United States. : ruling in the Plessy vs.
modalism that is the use of
Accordingly, in the 21st Century . Ferguson decision of 1896,
more than one mode of
these countries are believed to ' which stated that separate but
transacrtanon. The Jandblidges
be able to pJay a vary sigllUicant r equat was the law of the land.
have created the need for the
role in the wortd economy. r
However, the Brown vs. the
U.S. to improve her infrastrucTherefore, the movement of Board of Educatloo ruling in
ture in many transportation
frei ght between these '"'three • 1954 overruled the notion that if
systems, such as Port facil itles,
regions will inevitably be in- all are equal then there is no
computer data delivery, shippcreased substantially. Another ~
ing, rail and trucking terminals
important change in this shipp- .
and highway transportation neting industry will be the shaking- ,
works.
up (or shake out) of the industry. ;
President
The shipping companies will go :
through a merger and acquls i- :
Abraham Lincoln,
tion
period.
The
merger
and
ac'
HThe globalization of quisition will occur not only
understood
the U. S. economy has with the firms in the same in- :
that the
dustry, but also with the car- !
a tremendous impact riers in the rail and trucking in- :
nation cannot
on the transportation dustries. This occurrence is due· survive half slave
the increased role of the in- ,
system
in
this to
termodalism, the large amounts.
and half free.
of
capital
needed
and
strong
.
country, "
price competition.

The globalization of the U.S.
Port facilities in this country
economy has a tremendous irnare goi ng through signi ficant
pact on the transportation
changes; the most notable
system in this country. The U.S.
change is the automation of the
has been used as a landbridge
port operations. Recently, the
between the Asian countries
port authorities in the United
(especially the Far East counStates have concentrated on
tries; China, Japan, Hong Kong,
automation, such as comTaiwan, South Korea and
puterization of most of their
Singapore) and Europe. The
port systems from custom seridea of land bridge transportavice to the container tracing.
tion involves ocean shipping,
The computerization of ports
railroads and trucking. The
usually involves the employlandbridge will enable the
ment of EDI or Electronic Data
Pacific rim countries shipments
Interchange and ACES or
to reach the European coun- Automated Cargo Exped iti ng
tries, after passing through the System. These systems are usU.S. and at the same time it will
ed to speed up the movement of
also allow their shipments to freight in and out of the port terreach the interior states of this minals and are expected to
country. Meanwhile, for the replace the current manual
European countries, this paper based port operation
system can allow their freight to system. In future. the ports in
reach the Asian countries and this country wi:1 require !ess
the inner part of the U.S. For the human intervention and more
tJ:S. this type of transportation 'computerizat ion or automation.
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cidents such as Yonkers
discrimati6n
and' black
supremist groups will become a
thing of the past, not a seed
continuously growing in the
future. Just as we are trained to
understand the political genius
of James Madision, or the
bureaucratic expertise of Max
Weber, we must educate
ourselves with the likes of Benjamin Banneker, W.E.B. Dubois,
and Barynard Rastin. I'm in accord with F.D.Roosevel1, "We
have nothing to fear but fear
itself."
The DSSG has a role 10 play
in this exceedingly important
project because providing sufficient funding for events which

Many students
feel Baruch
is rapidly
becoming divided
and polarized.

enhance cultural change will
benefit the college and the
society as a whole more than
parties or other extravagances
for fun. The Dr. Rev. Calvin O.
Butts said if "whites learned
more about blacks maybe we
wouldn't have many of the
racist controvercies in our
society." I have spoken to many
students who feel that Baruch
is rapidly becoming divided and
polarized. How are we to bridge
1his gap if we do nothing more
than talk without providing action, while thinking it wiH past
over in time. A learned revere.rid;Dr. Martin Luther King once
stated "the ti me is neutral. You
can either use it constructively
or destruc~ively.·' Student
government as Baruch leaders,
and we Baruch students, and
faculty must use this ttme to
overcome the developing bitterness and hatred before it
fosters an out of control situation.
In the words of a fellow
Baruchian, Michelle Payne,
president of the African
Students Association "Black
History Month is not an ethnic
festivity...and even when racism
is eliminated Black History
Month, like the Holocaust will
be celebrated to mark the fight
t hat the oppressed Jewish and
Rail and trucking industries: need for separation. In essence,
African people won in the struqwill have to go through a we at Baruch obtain academic
gle to be treated like human betremendous change. In recent: and cultural activities not
ings in the world."
years, many firms have gon e ' through ease, but through hardIn summary, if the student
out of business. However, inter- : ship.
government votes to conserve
modalism will benefit these two
In the midst of the hardship, I monies used for programmings,
ind ustries, especially the, find it unpleasant to hear the
where will the monies be spent?
railroads. The landbridge move- : grapevine echoing such unSome have stated that a select
ment of international con-: savory remarks as "the
few council members should
tainers between ship, rail and
blacks want everything: $10,000 seek stipends. I do not thing
truck has continued to increase' for Black History Month and
they should be paid stipends
over the last several years" and : $6,000 for Caribbean Week." We
because that beneifits a few
it is expected to i ncrea~e more i as students seeking to educate
and not the whole. Council
as t he U.S. economy grows and ; ourselves should also strive for
members are entitled to be servincreases exports. Other' cultural education by learning
ed lunch every meeting, and the
chaflges will incJude the use of : about one another through
pleasure of receiving a jacket,
EDI to link up either with the I events like Black History
but to turn the position into a
ports, among carriers or thei r • Month, Caribbean Week, Italian
paying one will defeat its 'purcustomers, and the automation: Week, Asian Week, etc. Perhaps
pose of projectil1g student
of all terminal facilities. The: then we could omit some of the
cohevsiveness and make the
future of these industries is that half-truths and racist vermin
position a job as opposed
an
they will have to live through the which unfortunately still reextra-currilar activity. We must
shake-up in order for them to mains in some of us_ We need
quest to bridge gaps, not Innot to fear one another but c rease them. One way is
should seek to understand and through understanding, respect
(Conlinuc'd on Page A5, Col. 3)
.
relate to one anoth er. so .;n- and cultural exchange. .;, ....
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Evaluations

The - following student/teacher
evaluation list .Is a continuation

CIS
CIS
CIS
CIS
CIS
CIS
CIS
CIS

from last issue. .
(Continued From Front Page)

was conducted on those ratings that
were released by the teacher. Pro-'
fessors are not required to make
their teacher evaluations public.
Also, these latest ratings are from
the Spring 1988 semester. so some
faculty members may no longer be
at Baruch.
The rating averages for the
discipline
categories
are:
Psychoology-4.4, Music-4.28,
Speech-4.17. Economics-4. 15,
English-4.13.
Math-4.05,
Biology-4.03, HistQ.Iy-4-02.
Art-4.02, Management -3.98.
Accounting-3.95, CIS-3.89,
Marketing-3.89, BPL/BUS-3.84,
and Finance-3.69. According to
Ronald Schurin, director of institutional research, whose department
conducts the teac'ier evaluations,
the dean of each school averages the
ratings of the academic departments in his school. A teacher
ratings average and standard deviation is developed.
Schurin would not release these
averages because he felt the information would infringe on the
privacy of those professors who
didn't release their teacher evaluations. Although their rating is not
released, it is included in these
averages. "Because of the small size
of some academic departments,
even if a few teachers didn't release
their ratings they can be determined
from the average," he says. "I feel
this would infringe on the right of
privacy of theseprofessors.'

Ace 4330 Cohen
Sil
ACe 4362 Talwar
Talwar
Ace 5323 Bewis
Dalessio
ACe 5324 Verghese
Verghese
ADV 3100 Meyer
AD\' 3151 Stahl
ADV 4120 Romano
ANT 1001 Quaggidtt o
Quaggiott 0
ANT 3033 Leinwand
ART 1012 Andrews
ART 1020 Saule
ART 1030 Eisenstein
ART 2025 Childress
BIO 1003 Wahlert
BIO 1005 Santos

"FarrelT--'··-- - . .

t

BLS
BLS
BPi
BPi

1016
3005
5100
5100

CEO 0008
CEO 0009
CEO 0016
CEO 0018
CHM 1000

CIS 1357

CIS'1357

Gernert

3.87
4.32
3.06
3.34
3,84
4.60
3.85
4.37
4.05
3.79
4.15
3.35
4.27
4.46
3.74
4.57
3.66
3.93
4.63
3.7.7

CiS 3369
ECO 1001
ECO 1002
ECO 1002

ECO 3100
ECO 3220
ECO 3310
ECO 4000

-4":50

.__-.---

Thomas
Lewin
West
MUKTEUI
McCutchen
Foskey
McCutchen
Heinemann
Block
McCall
McCall
Erlich
Malerich
Menczel
Scharf
Weiss
Weiss
Mellette
Cole
Cole

2359
3360
336]
3363
3364
3365
3367
3368

Edo
Edo
Edo
Edu
Edu
Edu

4.87
4.64
4.59
4.69
4.51
3.67
4.29
4.06
4.37
4.59
4,48
4.74
1.87
4.60
2.82
4.75
3.93
3.39
3.82
4.50
4.26

2000
2010
3011
1101
1101
3001

Edu 3002
Eng 0102
Eng 01SO

Molletre
t\1olletre
Stein
Denker
Skudrna
Gill-Duol
Norman
Norman
Goldstein
Croker
Shapiro
Croker
Tansel
Ergin
Ramin
Ramin
Ramin
Ramin
Rarnin
Johnson
Ross
Eyans
Huckins
Egbe
Etbe
Lynde
Evans
Oskapa
Seifer
Dimeo
Rumain
Blotner
Rumain
Davidowitz
Weintraub
Soloinsky
Zinnes

Ornest
Eng 0152

Eng 2100

Cochran
Holloway
Kunar
Yepez
Holloway
Kunar
Barsky
Duhamel
Barsky
Black

I

I

I

I

.

to

2.99
4. ]2
3.R7
4.03
3.55
3.8R
3.27
3.5 ]
4.20
4.09
4.12
4.09
4.41
4.18
4.23
4.48
4.53
4.54
4.61
4.32
4.06
3.79
4.07
4.17
3.99
4.03
4.24
4.11

4.24
4.25

4.94
4.31
4.19
3.53
4.69
4.49
4.16
4.23
4.71
4.65

4.24

Eng 2100
Eng 2150

Eng 2450
Eng 2800
Eng 2900
Eng 2950
Eng 3000
Eng 4140
Fin 2600

Kim
Fin 4770
Fre 1002
Ger 1002
Hca 1300
Hed 1915
Hed 1911
Hed 1430
His 1001
His 1003
His 1004
His 1005

4.00
4.80
3.15
3.93
4.62 His 2012
4.22 His 3410
3.64 . Hjs ~~~~
lisp 1002
Hsp 1003·
Imk 4407
Irnk 4470
lmk 4460
Ins 3000
Caw 1101
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wMn-t'1'I8ed th&m'Wt11fe'·~ritaJiY<
~af

Ot.tt. ttl!,:.~.~.·aJQfle· IfY.~~L.
starving in Africa, or even the n:ading this you probably
starvinghomeJe8sln New York. rttaJize you have many of' theN

(Continued from Page A4)

I stay

.
thJngstoo.
I could donate a gIft to someo~
r knGw I wilt 'never give up all
who would not ~s.uarry get one tf the things J have to help others.
I went to theg,vmg tree at ~he . But for once I could give up
mall. and took one of the .W.fsh some' of theUUte ttHngs. I could
card.
Ma~. ~ at.1 those
colrid do.8
01
- s,
' "e$muMdrwtfor
who ta.ke. some. ti·and
me . ··thin.k
..' .."...
11"'''
"~91Ii~'dCKt ...~.
.'
how muchlheYe'and how lucky'

~nottucky,as ,we.

ar.... . .

thJ.I.I

·m~~..... ~~"~~.

l'spend 'a~ ~ 9f.~1~ CfirlSif'rias' sea$onlcould
~inlng'.~I-don' SPf'8:a(t:a<.~Ue of .J.GY
....... fimcycar, t:'f!l;':not~~o .~. som&Wtier8>1O;:acxneone.
'~~J~t:n~~~se- JtdQe.s~nQt~,matterWhetller..or
I can'tbqy ..,·.the.~tMtI

notycite.lM:in·.~:or

like every season. ButWb8tl I

HanufaIb 'orln anythingBtafl.

think about the :peoptewho are nlere are many of~ott~
Jiving in Third World nations or out ·there at thjsttfne~ Year:.
even· those flving righ1here on There are lots of chances.
I
23rd St~ wltho~ a he>me, I give something to people 'Who
realize I have nothing to com- have less than wedo.Whethertt
pla.!.~_'l.~~:.!,!!~t~~~'. I., .have a.~.means . .spandjng..,..aome ..~ttme..
great deal to. be thankful for.
with a loneryrelattve; .·gtying··
I'~ gol'ng to ~lIege when a away some poCketch8nge of
mejQrtty..,of"people wiUnever jU$t..~yingthfmk.:yQlL~l1t.tbe._
have that chance. I live In a people··
bring" Jlot!tl!,safe, warm house with plenty of to ~Ufe,we
an. spre8d a
rOomWhi~tt1ereare thousands IittJejoyat tbistime ofyeat..
•
whO" Jive In overcrowded and
wewoutd,atltrY10gMtali~1EJ
.poor.~ftfon8.orWOrstof"l, ~,,·lbit;:_.~·'.f
wftrlquta-hon'ie at 'atl. t ~.nOf..wep~i~.~(·

to'

vmo

criWaand

can

>.

cloJets. flitf ofthe:,~.lt.~t~a'¥:&.~:amt.
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competitive in the Industries whether through
merger or acquisition with the
shipping companies. This trend
has already occurred, such as
the recent acquisitions of CSX
and the Maersak Line.
In summing up, the ports in
this country and tr-e carriers
they serve will go through certain changes, most notably the
computerization of facilities.
These changes will have the impact which will require ports to
speed up their handling of the
freights, and greatly reduce
human interventior. with the
cargo. The shipping industry
will go through the Changes
which will force the shipping
companies to either acquire or
be acquired as a result of inter·
modalism and landbridge. They
will now nee~ the rail an~ th.e
truck companies' cooperation If
t~ey want t<:> provide better services to thel.r customers and at
t.he. ~a~? tlm.e, ~o stay competltlve In. thiS Industry: The
same als? g~s to t~e rail and
the ~rucklng Industnes. These
two Industries will benefit from
the intermodallsm; especially

_ _ _18 fg~E?;!~~~{i;~J~~eti~~~

Mass

McClellan
Moses
Black
Soloman
Hayes
Cakici
Cakici
Fang
Fang
Wang
I
\. Wang
Wang
Secilmis
Secilrnis
Secilmis
Fin 3610
Benzion
Agrawal
Fin 4610
Baggrnery
Fin 4710
Grossman

.~"*"'';~. MARKETING
INT'L

Pettinelli
MilIeI
Lawrence
Earle
Register
Parker
Miller
Tritt
Brenalvirez
Soloman
Tritt
Brenalvirez

Lib 1016
Lib 3010
Lit 2800
Ltt2800
Ltt 2850
\1gt 2120
Mgt 2121

Mgt
Mgt
Mgt
Mgt
Mgt
Mgt
Mgl
Mgt
Mgt
Mkt

3710
3800
4340
4400
4420
4460
4560
4860
5390
2000

Mkt 3500
Msc 1003
Msc 1005
Msc 3005
Mth 0010
0011
0011
0012
0012
0012
0013
0013
0014
0014
0014
1007
·1007

Venitis
Santos
Green
Arne
Eng·
Drabman
Kyman
Peden
Abrahamian
Lemisch
Chang
Chang
Peden
Buden
. Frazier'
Martinez
Alers
Pagan
Rosen
Miller
Freifelder
• Sussna
Miller
Lipner
Walter
Miller
Pose
Pollard
Preschelhe
Kerstein
Preschelhe
Banai
Montegornery
Chein
Cheosakul
Cheosakul
Bhave
Son
Freedman
Holsinger
Thompson
Braufman
Braufman
Mukteni
Foskey
Freedman
Lieberman
Killoran
Charlton
Ritzkallah
Rosenfeld
Rosenfeld
Davison
Davison
Tomasello
Adler
Parke
Davison
Togner
Kleow
Johnson
La!
Paidoussis
~

Wang
Goldman
Tad
D' AIellO
Schwanz ..

3.88
2004
4.50
2004
4.77
2004
4.25
2004
3.46
2004
4.10
2004
4.61
2004
3.84
2004
4.30
2006
4.59
2006
4.27
2006
4.05 MTH 2006
4.05
4.22
3.35
4.11
4.35
4.38
4.10
4.12
3.81
3.72 Mth 2007

~Mth 2010

4.]9
3.76
4.15
4.20
2.71
3.80
3.58
3.95
2.45
4_75
3.14
4.03
4.68
4.69
4.39
4.53
3.83
4.52
3.79
4.46
4.52
4.31
4.23
4.14

4.46

Mth 3006
Mth 3010
Mth 3020
Opr 3450
Ped 1314
Ped 1316
Ped 2313
Phi 2001

Phi 2010
Phi 2230
Pol 1101

Pol
Pol
Pol
Pol
Pol

2101
2240
2316
2321
2323

Po1233~.

Pol 3062
Psy 1001

4.38
3.49
4.06
4.33
4.32
3.56 Psy 3050
3.76 Psy 3055
4.15 Psy 3056
4.72 Psy 3060
3.97 Psy 3181
4.10 Psy 3182
4.67 Psy 4012
4.01 Psy 5020
4.09 Pub 1250
3.64
4.32
4.37 Pub 3050
4.45 Pub 3354
4.63 Ret 3900
4.63 Ret 4900
4.36 Soc 1005
4.52
4.03 Soc 3051
4.23 Soc 3()66
4.42 Soc 4()32
4_06 SPA 1001
4.13
3.78
3.48 SPA 1002
3.97
3.24 SPA 3001
4.24 SPA 4S()1
. 3.77 . SPE 0007
3.79 SPE 1010
4.29
3.84
4.09
4.36 Spe 1010
4.59
3.85
4.40
3.96 Spe 3102
4.74 Sst 1003
4.74 Sst 2003
4.50 Sst 3010
4.25 Sta 2000
4.36
4.45
4.52
3.87
4~39 Sta 31~4
4.48 Sta 4157 .

4.12
D'Alotto
4.41
Brown
4.44
Brown
4.11
Kraufman
4.56
Mora
3.89
Klein
4.25
Goldman
4.15
Schwartz
4.69
Arougheti
3.57
Wang
2.95
Parke
1.55
Tepper
·+.73
Rothenberg
4.32
Manevitz
4.61
Huntley
4.68
Rothenberg
4 12
Cowen
3.85
Paidoussis
~.78
Johnson
4.02
Cowen
3.98
Werinde
Tepper
3.94
Levine
4.32
4.30
Manevitz
4.46
Kaufman
4.16
Friedland
3.84
Huntley
3.62
Apter
4.06
Ohri
3.79
Ferretti
4.54
Martinez
4.47
Gondola
Kelly
3.87
Kelly
3.91
Bostar
4.22
Bostar
4.14
Brakas
4.33
Greene
3.92
Kraus
4.60
Fontana
?-.57
Digaetano
4.51
Hong
4.75
Araya
4a9
Bukovansky
3.83
Hong
4.31
Digaetano
4.40
Kraus
4.40
.Fontana
4.21
Young
3.22
Podhorzer
4.12
Chowes
4.47
Podhorzer
4.48
Morrow
4.42
Suszczak
4Jl6
Morrow
4.03
Mayer
4.52
Juszczak
2.76
Paluba
4.04
Halewski
4.66
Linton
4.33
Ionescu
3.5]
O'Brien
4.46
Levine
4.15
Barzey
4.37
Mitchell
4.61
Schwartz
4.44
Parker
3.66
Fabes
4.53
Unger
4.09
Hertz
4.29
Lifshitz
4.38
Hertz
4.08
Lifushitz
4.17
Heywood
3.78
Martin
4.64
Tang
4.08
Castillo
4.70
Castillo
4.5~
Martin
4.63
Casanova
4.2i
Bazenmennea
4.97
Insolera
4.31
Yakir
4.34
Bogin
3.87
Yakir
4.6]
Carfinkel .
4.4C
Stearns
4.0':'
McGovern
3.9:
Steams
4.2f
McGovern
4.2
Carney
4.85
Hall
4.79
Hall
4.84
Berse
3.69
Weiss
' 4.14
Schoket
--4.57
Vonderhaar
2.62
Siegel
4.56
Siegel
4.22
Berenson
4.00
Berenson'
4.67
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8:30 p.m. Call 725-3385 after 4:30
p.m. to make an appointment.
I'utoring is held on the 5th floor of
360 Park Ave. So

Student
Workshop

Free Legal
Counseling

Rights
Seminar

The Day Session Student
Government has started a free legal
counseling program. Students with
lega: problems can make appointments every Tuesday from 2 to 4
p.m. in Room 4iJ9, 137 E. 22nd
Sr. for more information, call
"25-J377 .

Hunter College will hold a Conference entitled "The Press and
Human Rights in Central
America," on Thursday, Dec. 8 in
Room 615 HW from 8-11 p.m':'·
Hunter is located on 68 St. and Lexington Ave. All interested students
are urged to attend.

Coordinator for Or ientation and
Special Programs Elizabeth
Thangaraj invites all club advisors,
presidents and members to a presemester orientation program for
transfer students. The programs
will be held Jan. 10, 1989, the first
from 12-2 p.m. and the second
from 6-8 p.m. in the auditorium at
17 Lexington Ave. For further information, contact Thangaraj at
125-4454.

Sports

Free Coffee
Free coffee is now served on theI 3tl-, floor at III 18u Sl.
every
evening after 5 p.m. This is a new
serv i.,e provided by the evening &
graduate student government.

Free

The New York Coalition for
Safety Belt Use. Inc., will have a
seminar on traffic safety.

Tutoring
I r.~ Office of :.:.vening &
Graduate Student Services, in con.
junction with Baruch Tutorial Serv: ~'~. offers ~ utoring in entry level
a c r o u n t i ng courses Monday
through Thursday evenings from 6 -

Semirrar On
Traffic
Safety

'

Date: Dec. 2, 1988
Place: American Red Cross
150 Amsterdam Ave.
at 66th Street
Time: 9 am - 3 pm

Internships
Sports in ternships are now
available to students interested in
journalism, public relations.
photography, advertising and illustrating. Interested applicants
should contact the City University
of New York Athletic· Conferenc~
at (212) 239-1677. Departmental approval and previous work are required.

Emergency
Closings

The seminar will deal with safety
belt use and drunk driving. Free
lunch will be served.

If it becomes necessary to cancel
classes or close college buildings
because of severe weather conditions or other emergencies. notification will be broadcast on the following radio stations:

Telemarketing
Part time

LET'S
TALK
MONEY
Looking for a permanent oarttime position? One that is
fiexible as well as financially
rewarding? Then join the
telemarketing team that drives
the success of our professional newsretter publish.nq
company -and you will find
that the money you take out
.is directly linked to the effort
you put in.
Salaries range from $7-$10
per hour for a 12 to 20 hour
work week We also offer paid
holidays and other great
benefits

Bar uch

If you have ambition and a
great phone voice-let's talk
money, Call

212-244-3014
after 10 am

New Security
Cameras Installed

WMCAWOR WCBSWINS __ J WLIBWBLS WFAS -

710
880

1010
1190
1230

,

..
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WORD PROCESSING, et al.. INC.,

T erm Pape¥sResumes

Cover Letters

Word Processing Instruction
Excellent Spelling' Grammar

Reascraable Rates - Fast Seryln
353 Le~iDltOD Avenue, Room 781

New York, NY

(212) 490-9523
.. ,

,

. . . . . a ,- .

.

. . . . .. . .
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the exception that it will be closed
on Fridays during the summer.
During registration and the final exam periods it will be open from 10
a.m. - 5 p.rn. Monday-Friday.
DSM is a subcommittee of the
Auxiliary Enterprises Board, which
oversees food service at Baruch.
Food that is fresh and well made,
according to Ronald M. Aaron.
associate dean of students, will be
available to students through the
cafeteria.
The major food vendors are not
interested i n servicing Baruch for
several reasons. Since students have
many food establishments to
choose from as they walk from
building to building it proves to be
too heavy a competition for vendors to operate feasibly, according
to Aaron .. Baruch had fresh food
available at one time, said Aaron,
but keeping it open cost the company money to par for labor, and
there was insufficient patronage by
students, so it was discontinued.
An advertisement will be placed
in the City Record, which is a journal for prospective bidders published by the city of New York, according to Cooper. in order to see if
any vendors are interested in servicing Baruch.
There is a certain amount of investment which any vendor will
have to make in order to get started

the
t 0

College

$7,264.7~

Brooklyn College

St. John's University
Herbert Lehman Col le ge
Pace University
City College (rfli firla Sigma)
,-t'
-.
C.
1. . a G uar~da
C.

5 .. 930.61
3.766.85
J.Ol 4.50
2.505.85
2.320.77
2.309.60
2.159.90
1.906.10
1.872.50

Participants

An equal opporturuty employer

o I i ver

A darn S

Corett a Anderson
Sonja Anderson

S a r v es h w a riA n san i

IOMA

Karen Bowden
Carmen I3 yas
Evelyn Carrasco
Danielle Cash
Sandra Chappe l
Yvette Clark
Jose Colon

Symposium: Careers in Marketing
December 8, 1988
12:45 pm - 2:00 pm
Faculty Lounge
155 East 24 Street

Mary Roth-Davies
Regional Training Director
Pitney Bowes.

Sales

Fred Dubin
Vice President
Broadcast Supervisor
N. W. Ayer

Advertising

Angela Bickert
Executive Vice President
IBIS International

Marketing
Information
Services

Jay Bursky
Director of International
Marketing
Printronic
of America

International
Marketing
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By ERIC KL'~
Reported by Anne Schwimmer

A new security camera system has
~\;:en installed on the outside walls
of 17 Lexington Ave. The new
camera. which are not yet operaHoned. were purchased in response
fa years of vandalism. such as grafritti and smashed windows, accorling to Henry J. Mcl.aughlin.
.iirector of security. Baruch receiv-d the money to purchase the
.arneras last year, but due to the
asbestos removal. the installation of
.-e cameras was delayed. Baruch
purchased [he security addition
trorn Sperry Vision. who also installed them. The cameras will be
used from 11 p.m. to -: a.rn , and
will allow the guards to "observe
the perimeter of the campus from
inside the building," McLaughlin
said and commented "It was a long
time coming."
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Colleges Cit yw idc

Hunter College
13. of Manhattan C. C.
N e w Y 0 r k Un i ve r sit y

handy.)

FM

570

Cafeteria

(Please have reading material

Available shifts are:
10am to 2pm or 2pm to 6prn
(Mon ,FrI, only).

Shav ane

Sonia Evelyn
Debra Francis
George Frankel
I\1 a r y F ran k lin
Cassandra Furman
Lisa Goldberg
Val e r i e flo w a rd
Denise IIighbanks
Peggy Jones
M i c hell e M am b y
Clifton Mcf-adden
Kimberly Monroe
Rafael Olmeda
Wanda Ortiz
Li sa Pay t on
Amy Prcbesh

Spo~sored by the Office of Carser Services (SBPA), Advertisln'l
Society, American Marketing Association, Busil1ess-to-Business
Marketing Society, Foreign Trade Society and Retiil Society. Funded by the Baruch College Quality of Ufe Program.

Business attire recommended

Carmen Rodri guez
Yvonne Singleton
'lana Smith
Ana Taveras
Antoinette Toney
Stacy van Steenwyk
Gary Welsh
A r Ie ne Wi Jkin s
Jennifer Zahn
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gram between the vendor and The end of tbe vending madaines could be in sigbt. By the end of lite Spring 1989
Baruch is a possibility, he added.
semester, one cafeteria will be operating at 46 E. 26 St. It·s possible more cafeterias
will be installed in the fllture.
~ - - - - - - - - - -.
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New Registration
System For
Spring Semester

Dcpean a

Adeline Reyes

Corporation
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Top Ten

The work environment is
tnendly, flexible, comfortable
-and you'll get all the support
you need to be successful.
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BJ' TONI COLAVITO
Baruch's new computerized
registration system, On Line Data
Base, is currently in effect for Spring 1989 registration and is working
efficiently. according to Registrar
Thomas P. McCarthy.
Registration will now take as little
as three minutes on average, said
McCarthy, and students will immediately know if their schedules
are acceptable. Because of the new
system, McCarthy stated, "to
register students is a treat."
Senior Enrique Denis, a Finance
and Investment major, said that the
new system uses "less time, is more
accurate, more explicit and detailed. The most important part,
though, is the time."
Management major Susan
Haynes stated, "I feel that the
system has improved. I wish this
was done years ago but I'm glad to
see it's improved in my senior
year. "
Compared to the old I.B.M. card
and tape file based system, the new
program is "live," said McCarthy.
In order to obtain a student's complete record, such as his high school
transcripts, courses taken, grades
and whether or not tuition has been
paid, his ID number is typed into
the computer.
The total cost of t he On Line
Data System is associated with the
time and people involved in the
system, according to McCarthy. It
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is an implernental, growing cost.
McCarthy's advice to registering
students is, "Come prepared. Don't
wait until arriving at this place to
pick out courses that need to be
taken. Someone who waits until I--~--~~-_.__----
five minutes before the appoint- U ppercGlUldI member Mitdlel Cooper.
ment to start saying 'what am I go- I
ing to take?,' just increases their I this loan go through? I know
tension and their own sense of Ainsley, I know Helen and I know
myself. Anyone who says there is
hyperactivi ty ."
The On Line Data Base system racism involved that's a lot of
was developed at Hunter College bullshi t. Because I would of done
and taken over by the University as j the same exact thing if it was any
a University-wide system. Baruch is other club. And I know Ainsley and
the test college, according to Mc- Helen, and if they believed it was a .
worthwhile cause they would do the
Carthy.
same exact thing. For anyone who
keeps bringing up this racism thing,
it's nonsense. It's not what we do , "
Cooper said.
Boisson and Lallgie were
I unavailable for comment.
I
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New Guard
Service Results In
14 Percent Cost
Increase
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the "lowest responsible bidder," :
Mcl.aughlin.
Guardian withdrew from the con- •
tract, but continued to provide ser- ;
vices until Baruch could conduct
the bidding process. This interim ;
period lasted from July 1988 until !
Nov. 1, according to Mclaughlin. I
The new company, International i
Security Systems, resulted in a 140/0 ~
increase over the original cost of :
providing security service, he said.
There were no changes in actual!
guard personnel as a result of the :
company switch, said McLaughlin. ,
All of the same guards remain and i
now they work for ISS instead of

By BAREARA MEISSNER

,

National Guardian, a company
which was under contract with
Baruch to provide security guards,
has withdrawn from their contract
agreement after Baruch was asked
to pay a significant fee cost increase, according to Henry J.
McLaughlin, director of security.
During the year Guardian was
taken over by new ownership.
~lcLaughlin did not reveal what the
original cost was, only that the new
owners required a 30010 fee increase
in order to maintain service. Guar.
k d ~
his i
" h· h
dian as. e ror t IS Increase w IC ' /
.
accordi.ng to the contract,
were
.. .'
not entitled t?, so at that time, they ,.1>.,.....
.
had to withdraw from the
"
.d M L g"
hl i
Director of
contract,
sal
c au.
In.
gblin

~hey

!

~~..

Security

Henry

"..

operation, McLaughlin stated.
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Welcomes Holiday'88
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.by offering any
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with anry purchase over $12.00

---- ~--------------,

Avuletide gathering sure to ~ease
-filled with good cheer, heer, and an
incredible amount of food•••

"'~

Baruch College Student
a FREETee-Shirt
_...;
CUT
AlONG DOTIED LINE

.jtt:~.I

_

~

~

Bring this coupon in
and receive
a FREE tee-shirt
with any purchase
over $12.00
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Rm ~01 f Student center
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Park Ave. So. Store Only)

CUT ALONG DOTTED L:NE
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Bring your ad along with a check or
Guardian.;
The function ISS performs is an :
money order to Rm 301F Student
"administrative function," and the
Center or call72S-7620 for more
actual security operation is controll- I
.
h I ·lD f 0
ed and supervised as an ouse
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WHO NEEDS BULLETIN BOARDS?

GET

IIREAL'I
BUSINESS

EXPERIENCE

•

IN SCHOOL AT

r

WE DO IT ALL:·

Rm 301F

JOURNALISM

SALES
725-7622
ADVERTISING
ACCOUNTING
MARKETING
PROMOTION

---

STUDENT CENTER

-

-.--

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Bring yourad along with a check or money order to Rm 301F Student
Center or call 725-7620 for more info.

MANAGEMENT

AND HAVE "FUN" DOING IT!
PARTY TIME WITH THE TRA·VEL CLUB
"SPRING BREAK"

Nassau/Paradise Is/and

, --

WEEKLY lJ[PART{)/(lS

from

M, ·'..

CANCUN, MEXICO

t

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
FOR

WORE

INFORMATION

~

t,

TUITIOlfREFDDID
,.ow,

$299.00

AT LAST A REAL GUARANTEE!

For the first time ever, GOal 800 preparation courses will
raise your test scores signifIcantly. OR WE WIll REFUND
YOUR FUll rUITlON. That's Coal 8CO's Real Guarantee.

COMPLETE PACKAGE INCLUDES:
•

..

',;·u1i·
.,

~,

I i , . , . .

BOD

ROUNDTRIP AIR FROM NEW YORK TO NASSAU, PARADISE ISLAND AND
CANCUN, MEXICO.
ROUNDTRIP AIRPORT TRANSFERS TO HOTEL.
7 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODA nONS.
WELCOME RUM SWIZZLE AT MOST HOTELS (NASSA U)
ONE HOUR RUM (NASSAU) OR TEQUILA (CANCUN) PARTY
EXCLUSIVE FREE ADMISSION TO THE PALACE. WATERLOO AND
DRUMBEAT CLUB (NASAU)
ALL HOTELS TAXES, ENERGY SURCHARGE, AND MAID GRATUITIES.
ON LOCA TlON PROFESSIONAL TOUR ESCORT!!
THREE HOUR CRUISE WITH UNLIMITED RUM PU,";CH AND ON BOARD
ENTERTAINMENT (NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND)
THREE BEACH PARTIES (ONE WITH FREE LUNCH) MUSIC AND AC
TI VITIES (NA SSA U)
COLLEGE WEEK PROGRAMS BY THE BAHAMAS TOURIST OFFICE.

COURSES.

Increase your chance of attending the school of your first
choice. CALL NOW FOR DETAilS.

INC.

CALL NOW: 212 874-8787

C01JTACT

(718) 979-3111

LARRY

FROM 9-5 ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY, OR FRIDAY
OR COME TO ROOM 1308 23RD ST. ON
THUR. DECEMBER 8 OR 15 FOR A TRAVEL CLUB MEETING

SIGN fJP NOW .1.1

LIM/TEO SPACE .1.1

,-

ALSO FINAL PA YMENTS FOR SKI DUE AT THIS TIME
..
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By NATHANIEL KANNER

Nighthawks Revisited by Red
Grooms. 1980. (Top left)
Courtesy of the artist.

"Progressive companies haue begun
to think beyond the traditional
relationship of the firm to society
and have begun to manage all of
the relationships upon which they
depend for survival. Firms that
don't follow suit may regret their
short-sightedness:'
MurraJ' B. Lou', Winner
i.VCR Stakeholder Essay
Competition

. . ~'()nlt oj todav·'s most important zt! cas arc
held in trust fry.
- IhL' leaders o(IOl1WrrO'Lc
.

.\lore than Z.500 such leaders. (ollegL'
students from all oter [he L-OUnO)', recently
competed in an . .\'C'R-sponson:d essay
competition. The [OP1-l: "Creating Value
ForStukcholdcrs In Corporations
.-1nd/()r Not-For-Profit Organizations. "
.-1l stake: 5300,000 in auiards. And at
ccen greater slake: a chance to £lffeclihe
'Z~:ay the zcorld does business.
.\'CR is proud to salute the first prize
unnnet: Alurray B. Lou: of The Wharlon
School, The [,Tnioersity ofPennsylvania;
and the second prize tcinner; Ron Gilbert
l~f The LTni'L:ersity ofI(TJJa...\TCR also
congratulates the 98 national and state
lr~'ard v.."inners,

as 'U}cll as their schools,
Their nanlC'; are listed bel<ru..~,

lhanks to all 'Leho entered lhe
competition I'heir IJ('{lS promise (J bright
tiaure-for lr emsc!n's, undjor business
(he 'Z:"~(Jrld O'L'tT

()ur sinCC1'e

STAKEHOLDER ESSAY COMPETITION WINNERS
First Place
Murrav B. Low
Unioersitv of Pennsviuania
Wharton -School vf Business
Second Place
Ron Gilbert
[ 'rucersuy .;! Iozca
~ATIO~AL W,r-.;SERS

Scot Barenblat .
University of 1~"(~) AUSlzn
.\\3.1k Christel
Uniicrsuv of U'·lk(,n~.Ti
Scot: Evans
Colorado State L'rn rrrsuv
Kalvanararn Gurumurthv
.Hus\:..husells insutu:c ~(
T e.chnology Sloan
'
Gregorv Heyworth
Columbsa Umtersity

Yen-Chi Huang
Stanford C nrrersttv
Darnell Hunt
Gcorgeuncn e llz.Yrs ttv
James Mahon, [r,
Umuersuy of
California Berkeley
ArnyMontgorner y
C niuersuy of M ichigan

Peter Donati
Cornell Un: ... ers:·~.\ Oxford
Ger haldt Douglass
Universtty of.« lam:

Timothy Duning
Purdue Umrersityt Krannert
Chris Dvke
l im rersit» <4 Florida
\':.tilit3 D'SIlva
V"rglnza Polvt echnu: l nsututc
George Elii~
t 'nirersuv ul.\1 i chigar:
Brant Enderle
Ohio State Unirersu»
I udith Fine-tone
DTfXd (''1Z,-'crSI!\'
Duane l-ord

East Texas Stut«

Bruce Friedman
Har zard BlAHneSS :'Il"hoo!
Eran Gartner

Cot nell L'm..iersuv
Marc Greid inger
L' nicers I(V of Marvland
'Will iam Hammer
.vorthzrestern l r nrrersuv
Philip Hutcheson

DasidLipscom» Cotleec

Umverszty of Georgw
John Banko
University of FlorIda
Fred Bentsen
Rzce Cnz,.:ersll)'
.Michael Blach
Culifornza PO"'le(nmC
Slate Sun LUIS Ot'lSPO
Su:>an Bodenheim
:\,fwmi Unwen1t.....
George Bohan
Case lfeslern Re~er<'c Um-:;erslly
.\lark Calig-Mls
L'niversIlvof
Penns....h:anza· If'harIOn
.\1.annzlk3 Barros (~arreru
I ntt:ramencan e ni vers Z!....
Nikki Chong
Universilyof
Pmnsylvanw ~'harlon
Suzanne Chung
.Vorlhweslerr: CnIVerSlly
Robin Clair
Kenl Stale Um1Jerslly
William Cowie
Universily ofCIlJifornia/lrvine
Christopher Cwmingham
Kansas Stale University

Thomas Irwin
Hawaii Pacific College
John jacobs
North. Carolina State
Scott Johnston
Bro-~71 Unroersu v
Stephanie Jordan
Appalachian State Umuersuv
Andrew Scott Keating
Dartmouth College
Sonva Kelt v
Umzersityof Nebraska
Charlotte Klaus
Universlly of Denver
Gall Koren
Kene Stale Unl'Z.'t:rsz(v
Michael Kuhn
~ashmgton l ~ nlc:erSllv
Lawrence Kupers
Fe L.A.
David Lambert
C:nzverszty vf Florzda
Jarnc:~ LaPrath
.\Jartlana Scale ["n:ver~lty
Slgnc: LarkIn
.\'orl)zern A r:.;;ona [' 7II'l.'t"T'; II\'
Leonard T. Lee
Cornell UnwersHv
Mark Lofst rom
ColumbIa CmVeTHty
Garv Mac DonaJd
LYniv(Tsil)' of M ichl.~ar.
Char les Mar4uette. 1r.
LoulStana Slate Unz'ZJerSlly
Douglas McMahon
Unl'lJerHt)' of VzrgIma
Rus~lJ Meier
Rice Universll)'
Susan Ann Milne
W;'i /lame! te U nzverslly
Brian Minney
UniVlrsity of Maryland
Ernest Ndukwe
Mic1ugan Slale Universzty

Howard Dewes

Mattb~' O'Nuska~ III

STATE WINNERS

Kathrvn Adam
Uniuersu.. . ' of MmneSVla
Swnv Ahn
l\lorihweslern U nrcersitv
Aiav Ahuja
Umuersuy of Idaho Moscot:.,
Bruce Alexander
Middlebury College
Robert Asseln
Yale [.Y niuersuy
Steve Atkins
C'nwersilV of Alaska
Thomas Austin
UniVerSZl}' of \¥'ISCOn(!r. .)'fVUl

Jack Ballentine

TrinIty Bible College

Uniwrsity of New Mexico

Etienne Weiss Ozorak
Earlham College
EJizabeth Parsons
Northeastern Ururersuy
Bradlev Pic~
.\'orlh-:':"'t'sifrn U niuersuv
John D. Powell
Louisiana Tech Cmverszr_v
Bruce Rebhan

L 'nn-ersuv of
Caltfornia Berkeie»
Richard Reid
Harding Unvorrsitv
David Roeucr
,\1 iSSlSSipPI Srate L' ntuersuv
(Jordon Sargent
[ 'mvers!(\' of K ansas
Peter K. Schalestock
Cornell University
Justus Schlichting
Claremont Graduate Schoo!
Kirnberlv Schwartz
College ofSt. Benedict
john Schwerin
Christian Brother: College'
Scott Shafer
L'niucrsity II f Cin ctnnatt

/

'.

I
i

,.

I

t

House by the Railroad by Edward Hopper. 1925. (Top
rigllt) Oil on Canvas, 24 x 29
inches. The Museum of
Modem Art, New York,
given anonymously.

Brian --shaffer
Unizersity o]
California i Berkeley
Angela Sizemore

Unroersity ofSouth Carolina
Julia Snell
Auburn Uniuersuv
Michael Solka
University 0I

Pennsylraniat W'hatton
Lisa Stamm
Northern Kentucky Uruucrsu.. .
Strong
Monterey Institute of
.~chaeJ

International Studies

:\shu Suri
Princeton l: 111 vers llv
Brent Taliaferro
Oklahoma Slat,; Universlly

Dianne Todd
Sorthweslern U nl-Z'erSII)'
Jay Tompt
.\1onzerev I nsrituce of
I nrernaizo7'liZ I .";tudus

Hilarv Turner
Unzv;rsllv 01
lX'ashtngton/5c:?tlltLe
Curt ~lker
Purdue U nlz:er51(\,
Joji Watanabe
U nzversity of 1/irglnta
Gary Wiggin
Georgu.; State U m-z.'ersztv
Robert Wi lIiams
Harvard Bunness School

Linda Gail Williamson
Carnegie-Mellon U ntVerslly
Stewart Wilson
Brzgham Young Universily
Mike Windcy, Jr,
UnIversity ofSoulh Carolma
Gary Winger
UniversilY of Ulah
Barry Wolverton
Millsaps College

.Room in Brooklynb)'. EdWlll'dHopper...B32. .(IIoUOID
left) Oil Ga. ~ 29 X 34
illches. M..... of FIDe Arts,

H-enry

Hayden Fa••

.j

his mind." Nighthawks Revisited
was a reaction to what keenly
caught his interest. Hopper's pain,
rings are things "you live with your
whole life... the more you know the
more you appreciate them," commented Grooms.
Recalling the lighthearted tone of
some of the exhibited works, Crum
noted that contemporary artists
"like to tell us when we're taking
life too seriously." The people in
Hopper's paintings tend to be lost,
alone and respectful characters.
Crum stated that the somber figures
of Hopper's paintings "lend
themselves to humor," which may
be another reason the artists took
them as subjects. Red Grooms
chose to draw himself as the shortorder cook in Nighthawks Revisited

.

Boston 'ClIarles

NCR's Mission: Create Value for Our Stakeholders

A glimpse into an era long past the world of Edward Hopper's well
known images seen through the eyes
of a host of international artists is
now on exhibit at the Baruch College Art Gallery. Homage (0 Edward Hopper: Quoting the
American Realist is the title of the
collection currently on display. Gail
Levin, Associate Professor of the
art . department, and Katherine
Crum, director of Baruch's art
gallery, have assembled samples of
paintings, drawings, sculptures,
film stills and even poetry in a
celebration of the many unique
perceptions inspired by the work of
Edward Hopper. The true beauty of
the exhibit is the many media forms
utilized, each one a product of the
artists' own expression.

Photograph
McKillop.

by

Wrn.

and place Hopper sitting at t
counter, altering the famous Hopper work Nighthawks for a lighter
quality, Greg Constantine's Vincent
Bar-Hopping Early Sunday Morning has Vincent Van Gogh behind
the counter, also "lightening up"
the somber Nighthowks.
There's a "time capsule" effect
to these works, A chance to get a
feel for years that are just a
memory, These 'international artists
have succeeded to capture the time
with a sense of humor as well. The
show's different varieties of style
and approach really delight the imagination, and are thoroughly enjoyable.
.
Crum hopes that visitors to the
gallery will appreciate the "insights
into our own myth<>logy" that the
various works provide. Visitors are
strongly encouraged to come! The
exhibition will be on display until
December 23. Baruch's Art Gallery
is open from Monday to Friday,
12-5 p.m., and Thllrsday until 7
p.m. Group visits may be made by
appointment.

By virtue of her position as direcor of Baruch's gallery, Katherine
Crum has several insights as to why
opper's paintings have inspired
he artists featured at the gallery.
Crum finds that nostalgia plays an
important role in the appeal that
Hopper possesses; his paintings being perfect expressions of pre-war
America. '·Older New Yorker
remember Manhattan when it was a
place for everyone to live, not only
the affluen t"
states Crum.
Hopper's popular scenes reflect
that period. Red Grooms, artist of
Nighthawks Revisited (one of the
works on exhibit), feels similarly.
Grooms finds Edward Hopper's
paintings as "starkly American".
In his own personal homage to
Hopper, Grooms desired to recreate
the "eerie and arresting quality"
that fascinated him. The images
portraying the bleak side of the
1940's and 1950's captured by Hopper echoed Grooms' own life experiences. Grooms found that.Hopper: ~ 'left an indellible impression on
"
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AMan, aDog
and an Indonrltable Spirit.
By DINAH OLANIYAN
Through the heavy black doors
of the 23rd Street post office,
directly across from the P.O. boxes,
there has been a man in a concession stand for the past 27 years. His
name is Frank DiBattista.
"Hey, Franky baby! Let me have
one of those fig newton things,"
said one of the postal clerks.
"Oh I'm sorry I ran out of those,
but try this. It's almost the same."
"Oh, does it have fig inside
also?"
"I guess it has some of thai artificial stuff. I don't know," Frank
answered, handing the man a sugarpowdered fruit bar.
"So ya given' me something fake
Frank?" he asked, ostentatiously
alarmed. "Okay I won't be giving
you any more business," the clerk
threatened ina humorous manner.
"Take care Frank." He walked
away rattling the plastic wrapper in
the distance.
A lady was standing at the
counter when this exchange occurred, but Frank didn't see her. For
that matter he hadn't seen the clerk.
Frank is blind.
Before the dark curtain was
drawn over Frank's eyes 36 years
ago, he was an amateur boxer. "I
had 19 fights and won all except
one. ,. Frank said. He didn't like
boxing, but.thought he could follow
in his father's footsteps as a professional fighter. As it turns out he
couldn't. The repeated blows to his
head resulted in a detached retina
and, ultimately, total blindness.
Frank, initially began losing his
sight when he was about 16 and as a
result, completed his last year of
high school at N.Y. Institute's
School for the Blind in Pelham
Parkway. With all this bad fortune,

one would have expected Frank to
fall victim to anger and frustration.
But he didn't because he expected
to lose his sight completely. So he
prepared himself mentally and adjusted, and when .it finally happened, he was ready. About 5'8" with
an ever-so-slight pot-belly, he is
starting to lose his wiry white hair.
"Good boy, now you can go to
sleep." Frank patted his five-yearold Golden Retriever, Bingo. "I live
in Parkchester [the Bronx] and I
come all the way over here. I've had
him for three years, so Bingo pret ty
much knows his routine. He's a
good dog."
Frank got Bingo from a school
called Guiding Eyes for the Blind.
They not only teach the guide dogs,
but also train blind people during a
26-day period to use the dogs. Ali
of this costs the school over $13,000
for each dog. "Don't forget, we
have to sleep there and they don 't
ask us for anything. AIl we pay is
$150 for the dog," said Frank. So
every year Frank and Bingo go to
Roosevelt State Park and participate in a walk-a-then that will
help others to get dogs. In fact they
just walked IS miles in October.
Frank has also sold over $200
worth of "For Fund Raising" candy for the school.
"Hey, Frank you want me to
take you .•. Bingo for a walk?"t~
question came from a man with
grey whiskers covering his cheeks
and chin.
"George, you want to take me or
the dog for a walk? You can't take
me," Frank chuckled. "Bingo is a
water dog you know. He could stay
in the water for hours, but he
doesn't like when the rain hits him,
He ran down here from the station
in 5 minutes this morning." Frank

said laughing. It had been raining
steadily all day.
Business isn't very good for
Frank these days. Especially since
Baruch's campus has extended to
buildings several blocks away from
him. " I've been here since 1961.
During that time all Baruch had was
the building on 23rd Street. Then
they took over the RCA building on
24th Street," Frank said. Many
students have classes only on 18th
or 26th Street, severely limiting
Frank's clientele.
When business is slow he listens
to talk shows on his clock radio and
will occasionally switch to a station
with music. In fact when passing
through the post office one may
often see him leaning over the
counter listening to his radio. But
his musical involvement doesn't end
with his radio. He plays the trumpet
in a trio for weddings, bar mitzvahs
and similar events, on weekends.
However, Frank declared, "I will
not play at a teenage dance. No
way. I refuse to play for them .. I
can't stand those amplifiers
blasting. And you know that rap
music, they can forget that! It's all
a lot of nonsense to me." He likes
the Beatles though. At 63, he is
looking forward to retirement in a
year and a half. He'll have more
time to devote to playings which he
has enjoyed ever since 'he became
totally blind. H~ Ieamed .how to
play at the Lighthouse, an organization for the blind.
Frank is a genuinely warm individual. He is pleasant to all his
customers. Ask Frank why he's
always so cheerful and nice and
he'd say, "Aw, it's just a dumb
habit I got into. Nah, I like
people." He could be nasty and bitter at times, though, and with good
reason. Many have taken advantage
of his handicap. He has been muza-

I

ed several times. One day in the
subway as he was going home a
man approached him and asked if
he could escort Frank. The man
pushed Frank against the toll box,
took all his money and brutally
stabbed him in the leg before running off.
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I t was 1954. Eisenhower had
been in power for a year. James
Dean was somewhere east of Eden,
a rebel without a cause. McCar- thyisrn hung in the air like lead.
It was just about this time, when,
somewhere in the st reets of New
York City, Addison Gayle (who
would later become a Baruch professor) was looking for work
because he had quit what he had.
He was trying to save enough
money to leave for France as an expatriate, which was exactly what
other literary figures were doing at
the time, among them the late
James Baldwin. The employment
agency soon sent Gayle out as a
short order cook. What happened
to him then, however, was more
than just getting on payroll. What
happened then had changed his life,
as he would subsequently attribute
some thirty years later.
"They sent me to this restaurant
near City Hall. The manager (who
was very direct, very honest, very
frank) took one look at me and
said, 'Why did they send you? We
don't hire black people;" Addisen..
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To insure that no one would try
to be a so-called "escort" again, dent Elections Review Committee.•.
Frank recruited Bingo . . Sadly The Offices of. Counseling and
enough, even with Bingo at his side, Career Planning and .r~cement
unsavory characters found ways to purchased a computer-based career
rob him. On another occasion, a guidance system called discover to
Thanksgiving morning no less, help students in the pursuit of a
Frank was on the elevator in his I career.
building. Suddenly he felt he was
going up instead of down. "Two
men took me all the way up to the I
top floor, put me in the stairwell r
landing and put a gun to my head. I !
told them that I had no money. :
They hit him in the head with the i Twenty years ago in The Ticker...
gun, striking his eye, but Frank:
The Board of Higher Education
managed to knock one of them authorized the formation of an
down. A lady witnessed the incident alumni association for the new Berand called the housing police. nard M. Baruch College. The incor"They asked me a dumb question porators of the association schedul... 'What did they look like?!" said .ed.tbe4ir-st-meetiRgforJtme~.;~.~
Frank with indignant annoyance. Twenty-three students vied for fif-.
Still, not an ounce of bitterness was teenpositions on student council as
in his voice as he related these voting booths were used for the first
events. In fact, he sounded as if he time in Baruch elections ... In an UDwas talking about someone else.
precedented. occurrence, was
"Let's see. I used to bowl on a elected to co-chair a student-faculty

I
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"
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team of 4 partially sighted and 2 COmmittee. The ~ ~ - o n
totally blind, but I quit b~c.a,use to ti Academ~c Poli~ and Ins~itutional....

..

borl

I' .

ied Uovem&nce eJecieirnrofessor

~~ l;h7r~~ ::~~g·an~elu~::~:r~on1"warcrRothman'andChrisAndr~
L

'r:"I':'

John Paul who went to Baruch. He: (1969) as its co-chairmen.
works for Plymouth Rock making;
deliveries to Pioneer down the.
block on Wednesdays. He just had
a son, Michael John. He is suppos- .
ed to be coming to see me today. "
I

1966'

Frank stood at the counter ready
for business. He tapped on the
Twenty-two years ago in The
counter with a coin and asked, .. Is I
Reporter...
anybody ther~?"
I
Eleven of me 14 guest speakers at
a City College Committee of the
Board of Higher Education meeting
favored the establishment of an independent Baruch College, 'marking
a signi ficant step towards that
goal ... The Americana Hotel provided a romantic setting for the annual Inter Club Board : Reporter
Gayle, who had no thoughts of ten 10 books in the nonfiction dance. A capacity crowd of over
school at the time, enrolled shortly genre. Many, if not all, are 100 danced to the sands of Del
available at Baruch's 22nd Street Castile at the Prince Albert Hall
thereafter.
!i ballroom event which The Reporter
"I don't know what would have lib
1 rary.
Of these, Wayward Child: A Per-i described: "The lights were low, the
happened to me if the guy gave me
the job, only to fire me three days sonal Odyssey was a strict I music beckoning and soft." Sharon
later," Gayle admitted with a slight autobiography dealing with the dis- ( Luci~n was ~?wned "Miss Evening
chuckle, But when asked what had tant, deep and sometimes dim past.: Session 1967
been the turning point of his life, Three others were biographies, one:
this incident immediately came to of which was on the famous author, :
mind.
Richard Wright. Yet another dealt!
with the privileged topic of the:
Black American novel, The Way of;
(he
New World. Others are abound Twenty-four years ago in, The
Addison Gayle who has
and Gayle is reportedly working on : -Reporter
-__ -,
been an
English professor at
hisnex1~- tenfcfiively tillea, The Trial'
Changes in the State Educational
Baruch for "I don't rememof W. E. B. Dubois. "Everything Law had a slight impact on tbeatber ... somewhere around 15
years would be right," has an exten- I've wri tten has dealt with the black canting curriculum at Baruch by resive publishing history and is an ac- struggle in this country," explained quiring that students take more
!
liberaJarts and statistics courses.•.
complished writer. Aside from Gayle.
An
editorial entit!ed "AWord of
teaching his students on the finer
points of English (it is more than
H e has always held a cer- Criticism" called attention to the
just another infirm offshoot of the tain fascination for the written: "unkempt condition" of Baruch's
Indo-European, believe it or not!) word. The act of creation and graf- : two main cafeterias•.. Dr. Joyce
as well as writing papers in it, Gayle ting into the seeds of time provided: Brothers was the· JUeSt speaker in a'
himself actually writes, and not just intrigue, mystery, enchantment, ~ lecture on "How Man Can inthe chicken scratch scribble on endless wonder. •'Growing up in fluence Woman, n sponsored by
some paper some student took five the South [Newport News, Virginal} Sigma Alpha lind The· ·Reporter;····
hours to type, either, as would the with so many restrictions, writing Several hundred students attended
the event which was held in.4
norm seem for certain other
.....
(Continued on Page B3)
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(Continued from Page B2)

Five years ago in The Ticker.••
Students prepared to vote on a
referendum which proposed
the student activity fee from 525.50
~9$34.·Q9 after . ~ petiti9~ .wjlb J~022
signatures was presented to the Stu-
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A Personal Odyssey:
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seemed the "freest" thing for' a
black person to do."
Gayle scarcely wasted any time.
He began by writing poetry because
"he .liked playing with words. "
Poems grad ually gave way to longer
works, as they invariably do.
"When I was in high school, I
began to write short stories, and I
wrote a play that was performed."
"What ever became of your
works of fiction?" I asked.
"They were never published, except for two short stories. But that
(!vas so long ago everyone forgot
about them," Gayle says, then
slowly adds, "Including me." The
void inside him which fiction could
not fill, found a nice operation
from critical exposition.
. 'How did you start writing nonfiction prose?"
"It was only later on when I got
to college [UCLA] and I wanted to
do a paper on James Baldwin ... 1
was told by the professor that I
couldn't possibly find enough
critical essays on Baldwin to make
my efforts worthwhile. Well,
naturally, 1 went out and did the
paper, and I did find a number of
critical articles." So began a
dateless rendez-vous with destiny.
James Baldwin, or "Jimmy" as
Gayle fondly remembers him, had
been receiving relatively flattering
comments from the articles Gayle
had found. So, he decided to portray Baldwin with some writing of
his [Gayle's] own. "And after I
began writing criticisms, I found it
was much more suited to what I
really wanted to do."
There is something about expository writing that lends itSclf
more readily to certain messages
than fiction would. There is a
surgical precision surrounding

critical prose, and when held by the
right wrist, it could cut as a scalpel.
Gayle was drawn to this beckoning
aura. "Criticisms," he began, "are
a more direct way of getting my
message across. "
"But was your message, or
credo, one thing when you were
writing fiction and another when
you were writing criticisms?"
"I make no distinction. Art is
simply the medium by which a
political message is spread. That's
always been my belief about art and
I think it's much easier to get that
message across in prose than it is in
fiction. "
This is true, no doubt. Nevertheless, the wide scope of the arts
do often exceed political horizons.
After all, art is an imitation of life,
and is not uniquely confined and
debased by the sole role of political
vehicle.
"Who has influenced your
writing?" I continued.
"My father was a big influence
early in my life. n Gayle's father, a
man active in politics, had been the
Secretary of the Virginia Communist Party. "And of course, he
was gung-ho on everything Russian.
So at an early age, I read Tolstoy,
Dostoyevsky, Pushkin ...
"Baldwin was one of the dearest
friendliest people I've ever known.
Jimmy had a habit of making
friends with everyone. I am not like
that at all. I find making friends
with everyone a little difficult.·'

One man who has had a
.strong influence .on me. -..was
MakolmX, although I've only met
him once."
Malcolm X was the epitome of
the Black Muslims. He had studied

the dictionary while in a
Massachusetts prison during the
late 40's. He became a leading
spokesman for the Black Muslims
upon his release during the early
50's. Twelve years later, however,
after a disagreement with the leader
of the Black Muslims, Malcolm
broke with the party and formed a
rival group of his own, known as
tne Organization of Afro-American
Unity
(OAAU).
He
was
assassinated before the group had
become truly solidified.
Gayle continued, "[Richard]
Wright also educated himself,"
much the same way as Malcolm X
did, although not inside a prison
cell. "Sitting down at night, he
would read by trying - to decipher
words as if one were deciphering a

Gayle had been, until a few years
ago, delivering lectures on a regular
basis at Sorbonne, the worldrenowned university of Paris.
"What are some of your views on
college education?"
"I think a college education is
important but no college can ever
teach someone how to write.
"Education is to produce a [full]
human being, not just to learn how
to write a paper without any grammatical errors, nor just to understand the world in which one lives,
but to be able to say something
meaningful about it."
"Would you like to share a
memorable experience as a
teacher?"
"A young man came to me about
two years ago and said, 'I've just

"One man who has had a strong
influence on me was Malcolm X,
although I've only met him once."

foreign language."
"What influenced your decision
to teach?"

written a book, and thank God I
was in your class!'"
"'What is the story on your latest
biography? "
"W.E.B. Dubois was a historian,

"That's an interesting one. I
decided to major in English
sociologist, critic. He was also proliterature, not knowing what the bably the preeminent black leader
·,beIt·I-was getting InyseJf into. When '-and spokesnlan'in the COlJntT'Y until
I returned from UCLA, a friend of his death in 1960. The reason why I
mine suggested that I should try call it The Trial of W. E. B. Dubois
teaching. I actually started out with is because he was indicted in the
City College as a lecturer.",In fact, 50's as a subversive during the Me-

earthy Period.
"I spent five years in the preparation and research for this book. But
I am almost done now."
Actually, the writing is already
finished. Gayle is in the thick midst
of that harrowing experience labeled rewriting.
The major impediments for this
biography had been the voluminous
notes left by Dubois himself (a
writing career spanning over SO
years), the works written about him
by others, and the extensive govern
ment files about Dubois which
Gayle painstakingly assimilated into
his biography.
"Who is your publisher?"
"Doubleday. All of my book:
were published by Doubleday with
{he exception of The Black Situalion, which was published b~/
Horizon Press."
Almost as if to echo an
aforementioned thought:

"I

write very fast. It "s
the rewriting that can be tedious,"
he says with a certain smile, the
smile of an experienced writer
relating his art to another. For
when the human will and the external forces that act upon it to destroy
do battle, the spirit's only limitations are the ones it admits to itself,
and none other. What is essential is
not the physical. What is essential is
invisible to the eye. No doubt we
are subject to certain laws and
limits of the world, either by people
or by institutions 01" by both. ~o
doubt we are made, yet we are- at
the same time; greater than' tnat
which made us. It must be towards
this realization that every work Addison Gayle has ever written
ultimately seeks and strives.
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'Son, close your mouth before a fly
KMD: Do you think that atten-
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Temptations.
KMD: That must have been

Tour
Of The 12 Inch
.

ding and performing at Barucb has
enhanced you in any way?
AJ: Oh yes. Barucb has been a
great help. Everytime there is a
function, they ask me to sing, and if
you can sing to your peers, you can
sing 'to anyone. Your peers are
always your worst critics. I don't
think I've ever had a negative
response here, and I think that's
great. Baruell definitely gets a credit
on the album.
KMD: People are inevitably going to think that you've got it made
now, that you're' 'living large," for
lack of a better term. What do you
say to these people?
AJ: I've learned that this is a lot
of work. I think I first got attracted
by the glamour of it all, but this

gets in it. " From June until October
I, I was on the road with The

.

-

Arthur Jamison, a Baruchian on the verge of success, tells
KMD about his continuing quest for stardom,

ridiculously exciting. Tell me, how
were your performances received
during this period?
AJ: J guess the greatest moment
was at The Universal Ampitheater
where, unbeknownst to me, Otis
had asked a lot of celebrities to
come check me out. Included were
Jheryl Busby, the new president of
Motown, and Berry Gordy, the old
president and founder of MotoWD.
I performed and I got a rave acceptance. After the show I went into
the dressing room to change, and
Areseno Hall walks into the room.
Then after Arsenio Hall. Barry

--------------------------------------------~~walbin.T~nk~~a~
b u~~~m~bb~q~t~rood,

son. Diana Ross. and all these peoI suppose it is only fitting that-e
gift of this magnitude should befall
this column and its author as the
yule tide season approaches. The
gift is in the form of an interview
with someone I respect and admire
greatly, and who possesses and extraordinary amount of talent. This
young man has been a visible and
integral part of the Barucb community, performing in the school's
plays and recitals, majoring in
Mangement of Musical Enterprises,
and hosting a show on Barucb's
campus station, WBMB-AM. During this past summer ~ he toured
with The Temptations, sung to rave
reviews across the United States and
Japan, and is now in the process of
completing his first single (due in
February) and first album (due in
May) for Motown Records. If you
have been active in any capacity
during the past four years here, you
have undoubtedly been captrvated
by.histe~·~,<harmed·~-ms

personality, and impressed with his
sense of purpose. It is my honor
and privilege to share my good fortune with the Baru~h community
and to present to it the Tour of tbe
12 Incb interview with Arthur
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Jamison.
KMD: Arthur, what type of
music do you sing most or feel most
comfortable with, if they are indeed
different?
AJ: I sing all types of music.
When I first started studying music,
I was studying to be an opera
singer. My hope was to be another
recognizable black opera singer. I
graduated from the High School of
Music and Art. where j received
my first serious vocal training.
From there I went to the Berklee
Academy in Boston, where I
studied both voice and opera.
KMD: You seem to have had a
strong gospel influence in your
training. If you were studying
opera, how did the gospel influence
come about?
AJ: Actually, I had gotten some
gospel and choral influence in high
school, but I really didn't get into it
fully until my last year. That's when
I started venturing away from
classical and opera, because I found
it. was hard being a black person
trying to penetrate the opera scene,
which had mostly white artists.
KMD: So you basically went
from opera straight into gospel?
AJ: Yes.
KMD: What did your coaches
think of the decision?
AJ: When I first started studying
gospel, my personal voice coach used to tell me "Gospel is going to
ruin your voice; gospel singers
don't sing with their stomachs, they
sing with their throats," and stuff
like that. I've always been the type
of person to do the opposite of
what I'm told, so I decided to sing
gospel. I felt it was possible to use
a!1.9t: the· ~!l'.~ learn.ed.frp,m
opera and apply .it to .gospel, .:to

which my teacher said "Well, you
can if you want to, (But if so) I
don't think I want to continue to
work with you." So I said "goodbye" to her. Then I began to listen
to other gospel performers, learning
things (from them) along the way,
while keeping all the things that I
learned in opera diction,
breathing, tonation - as a base.
KMD: What gospel artists influenced you the most?
AJ: The first gospel album that I
listened to, believe it or not, was
Aretha Franklin's "Amazing
Grace," Other influences were

tions, saw me and cued to one of

ple were surrounding me, welcoming me to Hollywood. By the end of
the night, I had bruised my leg pinching myself, expecting to wake up
at any moment. The funniest thing
was that I was around people I grew
up listening to and they were
responding to me as if I was the star
and they were just fans. It was very
overwhelming, because whether the
Baruch community knows it or not,
I'm basically a shy person, and very
different on stage than I am in person. I thank God, though, that I

the security guards to come get me.
I found myself onstage with four
other individuals. Mind you the
others were not singers, they were
just glad to be onstage with The
Temptations, My turn came and the
song that I sang was "My Girl,"
with The Temps doing the
background. At the end of the
song, I got this standing ovation. So
I went back to my seat, and I was
sitting down for maybe two minutes
when their manager came over to
~~~~~~~~~_ _~~~~~~_~_~~~~~~~~

doing two snows a night, and being
as fresh and exuberant as the night
or show before. People might think
"Oh wow, he signed with
Motown," but it's a lot of work;
this becomes my nine-to-five. The
timing for this is appropriate,
because I'm graduating from here
next semester, finally. I'll have my
degree in Music Management, and
I'm glad everything is coming to
fruition now because if it was
earlier, I would have gone on with
The Temptations and I'd be two or
three years away (from a degree) in"~dofone~m~t~.~ro,

I
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that before, this wasn't for me to
have. Now I know that it's my time.
KMD: If someone were to ~ sk
you, what would be the best advice
you could give someone entering
the music business?
AJ: The first piece of advice i'd
give someone is to believe in
themselves. No one - not the

James Cleveland. Walter Hawkins.
and Mahalia Jackson. as well as
composer Thomas Dorsey. I'm not a
"religious" person, but I do believe
that there is a hierarchy. I am Bibleconscious, and I do believe that
there is a God responsible for my
career. People have this idea that if
you are "religious" you don't listen

engineer, not the record company,
can do it for

not the -'producer -

to.certamtypes.of~.¥OUdoA-~-

do certain thiDp, -ete. I-don't fit .
that stereotype; I do have flaws.
KMD: Did you have any other
musical interests or influences?
AJ: I was brought up with a very
liberal musical background. I don't
sing gospel as much as I used to
because now I've gone into a
rhythm and blues mainstream. My
grandfather was a jazz singer, but it
wasn't until recently - about the
last five years - that I started
listening to jazz. At the time my
grandfather was around I wasn't
too interested in jazz and, besides
that, I was busy playing the cello.
KMD: So now you're singing
rhythm and blues alongside The
Temptations. How did your contact
with them come about and how did
this contact lead to a contract with
Motown?
AJ: Back in June of this year, I
took my aunt and some others to
see The Temptations and Betty At tile Uaiversal Alllpitllatel' ia Les Angeles, Au.h.r opened for the Temptations
Wright at The Apollo. A little and lOt to meet a laost of HoIIywGOd·s biggest stars; a sign that this man is on tbe
before that, I was shopping around nah. road to success.
demos to Adantic, A&M, Amta, ...
.all the major labels. I was receiving me and said that The Temps wanted got involved with a bunch of guys
very little feedback and I was to see me after the show. I actually who have been in the music industry
becoming disgusted with the whole said, for what? Anyway, I followfor over 30- years, and they
musical scene. I said forget this. ed the manager backstage - they showed me the ropes.
I'm going to study something else,
KMD: So what happened after
were singing their last song - and
knowing in my heart things were after the show one of them said, the summer tour?
different. I bought tickets for this • 'Excuse . me, what is your
AJ: After the tour Carey Gordy.
concert in advance, and I was going name?" It took me ten minutes to son of Berry Gordy, called me, and
to let my aunt meet TJu Tempta- remember my name. (Laughs.) He at that time both MeA and
tions because I know someone who . then asked me how old I was, and I Motown were looking at me.
. works backstage and he gave me went from ages five to forty. He (AUTHOR'S NOTE:
backstage passes to see them after then said, "Well, whoever you are,
Motown and MeA have merged,
the show. When we got there, there do you have a record deal yet?" and yet the two remain separate
was a party of four of us, but only I told him I had nothing substan- entities.) I finally got signed to
three backstage passes. I let them go tial. He said that he would see if he MotoWD, and I am scheduled to put
backstage, and I figured I would could take care of that, and the first out at least one album per year.
meet The Temptations somehow,
thing that came to my mind was
KMD: Beside that one period of
someday, somewhere. During the
URight, I've heard this line understandable cynicism, did you
course of their show, The Temptabefore. " They asked me what I was ever really doubt your talent?
lions had the house lights turned off doing for the rest of the week and
AJ: I always knew that I was goaU de\dai a SL1Jl1fIll to firxIq rew1aIml then asked me to be their guest ing to make it, because I've always
I'm in my seat thinking, me? Go while they were playing the Apollo had a vision of myself succeeding. I
make a fool of myself? No. Then went well, and afterwards Otis said . believ: anybody can ~v~ what _t~ey
Otis JfiJ(iq1(l$, who i:s.nQ1¥ my men- .: to me,. "Wt"d like to'.take you. on ·:9iatlt
~~ can.: envisron' ,~, and.
. 10r and the founder of The Temptatou.t"\1titb. lIS ..., My-m"OUth dropped- then It ~"j:(JSt' a matter ()f.. taking the·

:1!

"you;" iou rDilst believe Iri yoursdt.

Second, whatever you want to do,
study your craft. Just don't be
meone who sings just because they
like to sing. Know what the vocal
chords are, what they are comprised
of, know what helps them, and
what harms them. From a business
point of view, read. There's a book
out that's in the Barnch library called "Your Career In Music," It's a
very basic book, and it gives examples of different careers in
music. It lists different jobs in
music because not everyone wants
to sing. Finally, have something to
fall back on. The music industry. as
you know, is very fickle and I don't
want to be an artist with one hit
and, the next thing you know, you
don't hear from me at all. So many
have fallen victim to that.
KMD: Finally, where do you see
yourself five years from now?
AJ: I want to be at a level where I
can help others. I'll do what I can. I
can say that I expect to be rich
(laughs), I want to be able to help
others, and 1 want to do some producing. Hopefully myself. I'm
looking to becoming a great success
in the music industry. We need
some fresh new blood. We are in
the age of the computer and people
just don't get back to the basics
anymore. Everything is studio and
computerized. I want to be a triple
threat. I want to shake Freddie
Jackson in his boots, let him sweat
a little bit. Luther Vandross, I'll not
bother him as much. Not yet, at
least. I really want to turn a few
heads, and it's my time to do so.
(AUTHOR'S NOTE: Special
thanks to Arts Editor Martin
Starkey for arranging this interview, and for helping me with its
content.)'
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--------he portrays on uSaturday Night with quite the same respect as our
Live." While he was often funny older counterparts,' but nonetheless
and witty, Lovitz gave the impres- it was a step up. College students
sion that he was not Quite comfor- make up a big part of the movietable displaying the real him in going population ana should not be
front of a crowd. Nervously and ignored. Encounters of this kind do
with a low voice Lovitz told the help the reviewer to get a better
reporters that his early influences grasp on the movie and allow him
were Woody Allen. Lenny Bruce to better present it to the public.
and At Jolson. Lovitz got his start Unfortunately, this movie was not
in comedy working with "The very good no matter how well one
Groundling~," an improv
group understood it, but in other cases
out in California. It was here that this type of preview press conference should be quite beneficial to
he developed his most famous
character; Tommy Flanagan. tire college reviewers.
Bl MATI AUBRY
pathalogical liar. From that time
---------- - --- - -----------until his career with "S.N.t."
Lovitz has had a number of small
jamin was trying to set a family
reviewers did not only get to
story within a spy story. but au- parts in both film and television.
see the film, but afterwards were
He's got two more years on USaturable to question the movie's Direc- diences ony saw it as a spy movie da)' Night Live" where he is one of
tor, Richard Benjamin and one of and thought that it wasn't "Spy" the favorite regulars. The role of
it's stars, Jon Lovitz. This not only enough. Audiences missed the fami- Dan Aykroyd's playboy brother in
ly angle entirely. With "My Stephelped one to better understand the
mother Is an Alien" Richard Ben- "Mv Stepmother Is an Alien," is
film, but gave tremendous insight
one' of the biggest and best roles of
into the people behind the making jamin found his first experience Lovitz's movie career. Finally the
with special effects exhausting. He
of this film.
had chosen this film originally audience gets to see the true comRichard Benjamin. a veteran ac- because he wanted to blend science- edic talent that is Jon Lovitz, Untor and director, was the highlight
fiction with comedy. Benjamin fortunately, the film isn't that good
of the conference. He was bright,
found out that neither are easy to but Lovitz's role is good in itself.
articulate and very enthusiastic in achieve. Benjamin also said he
About his role Lovitz said, •'Who
answering the reporter's questions.
found it alot of fun to work with cares if it's a bomb, at least when
Benjamin 's varied movie experience Dan Aykroyd, Kim Bassinger and I'm 70 I can say I kissed Kim Basincludes _acting in such films as Jon Lovitt, the stars of "My Step- inger and here's the proof." As- far
HCatch 22," "Westworld" and the mother Is an Alien. This movie is . as future projects, Lovitz mentionmemorable "Love At First Bite," not one of his better ac- ed a Tommy Flanagan (the Liar)
"It is a big help to know the feelings complishments and most likely picture but was unsure of the ability
an actor has when I'm directing. won't do too well this year as it will
of the character to remain funny for
It's also important to make actors no doubt be caught up amongst the a whole movie. All in all Jon Lovitt:
.Jon Lovitz
Richard Benjamin
free and give them the latitude to slew of cinernatie heavy hitters due
seemed to be a very likable person,
. -- - -- ---but only when he gave us a few bars panied by another alien, a tentacle
Weintraub Entertainment Groun expand," stated Benjamin in our this month. For thos people
reference to his transition from ac- who would like to see Richard Benof Tommy Flanagan talk was he with an eye who lives in Celeste's
" instigating a new age in college
';:,-~\ ie reviewing. They are ex tentor to director. He has also used jamin back in the actor's seal again,
completely at ease.
purse with weird powers named
Whether
Weintraub
Entertain"bag. " In. trying to get Mills to
that
knowledge
quite
well
in
his
.)l~~ many of the privileges received
he says that "Love At Second Bite"
ment Group set up this conference I send the signal and trying to keep
t
mainstream reporters to college
directorial efforts as can be seen in is in the works but the cast hasn't
"M~' Favorite Year" and the
to gain better reviews or to entice ' her alien identity secret, Celeste
. -viewers. In a recent special college
gotten together on it yet.
'·Money Pit. ,. Not all of his prothe College press to review their misunderstands Earth ways, learns
;~"'" showing of the soon to be
Jon Lovitz; in contrast to the
'c!,-ased ·'My Stepmother Is an jects as director have been suc- energetic director, revealed himself films I am not sure. But, in any case I about Jimmy Durante and marries
I applaud their efforts. True, the I Dr. Mills. Along with all of this
-\ljpn" (THE MO VIE OPENS
cessful as with his espionage drama to be a low key, slightly shy person,
college reporters were not treated
Mill"s sickening precious daughter.
"Little Nikita." In "Nikita Ben- much different than the characters
IJ/:.'-C. ~TH EVER YWHEREJ
suspects Celeste of being. an alien.
.....;;;;:4---=Sound strange, stupid and sappy:
well you're right on the button.
There are so many things wrong
with this movie it's hard to know
where to start. The "Splash"
likeness is quite apparent. Celeste is
misinformed by the media as to
customary actions just like Daryl
Hannah. There is a funny playboy
brother (played by Jon Lovitz)
whose lines should be coming out of
John Candy's mouth. The story,
which has a lot of interesting
possibilities, falls flat. The story is
inconsistent and many times unfollowable. Why all the other aliens
Bl MATI AUBRY
can speak perfect English and
Anyone who has seen the smash Celeste has to consult her weird
hit movie "Splash" should forget "Bag" to understand, is never exabout going to see this new movie
"My Stepmother Is an Alien."
Anyone who hasn't seen "Splash"
should go out and rent it on video
and forget about seeing "My Stepmother Is An Alien." This film is
an extremely obvious takeoff of
"Splash" with a science fiction
angle. The problem is that all of
·'Splash's good qualities, humor,
originality and romance, are just
not present in "My Stepmother Is
an Alien."
------------------------------------------,
This film parallels Touchstone's
first feature film from it's premise
to its character. "My Stepmother
tIs an Alien" centers around the
en relationship between an absent
aIII""2/,71!1>
a: minded astronomer· named Dr.
L_ ......IW
Steven Mills (played by Dan
Q..
~
Aykroyd), who is very similar to the
U
Tom Hanks role all the way down
W
I
to the physical humor. Celeste, a
U
a: mixed up beautiful allen (played by It's love at tint sight for Dan Aykroyd
ui
a.. Kim Basinger) is the "Splash~' and Kim Basinger in "My Stepmother Is
LL
mermaid without the fishtail. Dr. an Alien."
LL
o Mills accidentally sends a radio plained. In the second half of the
signal to an alien planet and for
movie every shot of Bassinger has
"some vague reason causes a
her in a near-transparent blouse,
catastrophe which wiI1 destroy the although this !:I.-+ually might be one
planet unless the signal is repeated.
of the few piusses in this movie it's
n
The planet sends Celeste as an
such an obvious ploy it is just anagent, to convince Dr. Mills to noying. repeat the signal. She. is accorn(Continued on nat Page) ,
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THIS COCOON SHOULD HIBERNATE

PLEASANT DREAMS,
NOT NIGHTMARES

SOME MORE
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By CHRISTOPHER WARD
"Cocoon:-The Return."
I
walked out of this movie shaking my
head and wondering; WHA T
return? Conclusion; no return at
all. This movie is so corny, and so
disgustingly sweet and syrupy, it
would make Mr. Rogers vomit. I
guess the producers of this film
figured if Americans could pick two
losers to run for President they
could also pay money to see this sad
excuse for entertainment.

Dreams So Real Rough Night in
Jericho
(Arista).

Drescher), new production techniques and "a bigger, more powerful
sound" than before. But this album
is most noticeably different in what
By GLEN J, SPANGLER
it lacks.
Innovation and originality.
On the album cover of Rough
There is not a bad song on Rough
Night In Jericho the members of Night In Jericho. Although the
Dreams So Real have their collars
lyrics are, in terms of meaning,
fashionably closed, Inside, on the
loosely strung together, the album
sleeve, we have their casual look;
is pleasant to listen to because it has
shirts without collars, hair less neat
style, even if it is second or third
and what looks like randomly
hand style. The first four times I
selected costume jewelery on Barry
listened to the album, the songs
Marter all'" Trent Allen, with.. glided- p)easantlyinto my~.--ADd
shades and stubble on Marler. In
out the other. By the-third or fuurth
both cases, drummer Drew Wor- song I always lost count and had to
sham is looking away, obviously in check to see how many songs I had
deep thought.
heard, and after hearing the whole
Just from these photos it is possialbum I was unable to remember
ble to make a few educated guesses
what each song sounded like.
about the band. We might deduce
Maybe they have been listening to
that Dreams So Real is more a
agents and image makers. Or
brother of R.E.M. than it is a
perhaps it was by playing it safe that
brother of Van Halen. We might
Dreams So Real ended up recording
a record full of formula rock songs
also guess that someone has been
thinking about Dreams So Real imwith nothing to make the listener sit
age, The first of the two theories is up and take notice. But I for one
proven by the music on the album
would have accepted a few failed
and it seems the second is as well.
experiments on Rough Night In
At a November press conference
Jericho in exchange for some innovation.
the members of Dreams So Real
emphasized their desire to set
At the November press conthemselves apart from other bands
ference, they said they would not
from the college town of Athens,
"be limited to one sound, "and
Georgia (pop. 40,(00), especially
that they would try new instruments
R,E.M., who they are compared to.
and directions. If they do this, they
They thought they had done this on
can turn out great albums as 0PI>0Stheir second LP, Rough Night In ed to passable ones. Let's hope they
Jericho, with a new producer (Bill
don't play it safe.

The story is weak. In comparison
to the original, "Cocoon: The
Returrs'" lacks the enduring
originality which made Cocoon I a
hit. All the actors are back: the
story is exactly the same. It's the
same
o-ld thing, business as usual
'
and this is only the first sequal. In
this one, the aliens return to rescue
their friend who is under water in a
Cocoon (what else) Before they get
to him .. scientists capture the alien
and take-the creature hostage. Then

t
t
I
I

tions and forced to react
unbelievably. Subsequently, Basinger isn't allowed to display her
true acting abilities. Jon Lovitz pro-(Continued from Previous Page)
vides the only real humor in this
film but also is hindered bv
UMy Stepmother Is an Alien" dialogue and a two dimensional :
was directed by Richard Benjamin,
character. Hopefully this role will I
who chose to do this film because lead to bigger and better parts for
there has never been a successful Lovitz who is talented but keeps
mix between comedy and Sci-fi. getting stuck in unchallenging roles.
That mix has yet to be made. Ben- The rest of the cast is unspecjamin states, "A movie should tacular. Alyson Hannigan, as
move along. " That is a big problem Aykroyd's daughter, seems to have
with this rum. It moves too fast, not been hired purely for her tearducts.
bothering to slow lown long enough A scene when she cries her.heart out
to explain all of it's factors. As far and provides the supposed emoas acting; Aykroyd, Basinger and
tional crescendo for the movie is the
Lovits all give honest tries, but are only time she shows any real acti ng
fumbled up by a hokey plot and sil- talent, not that she's given much of
ly dialogue. Aykroyd's character is a chance otherwise. Other co-stars
interesting but never defined as it were Joseph Maher as the predicwas more a showing of bits and table administrative butt of many
pieces of all of Aykroyd 's unfunny incidents, and Wesley
characters. Bassinger was beautiful . Mann as the appealing but underexbut was.put j,~~u~b~~V~Q~.situa- posed lab 'assistant. .

STEPMOTHER

I

'

the whole gang of earthlings from in the world of the aliens, there is
movie #1 are deputized to help, get no disease, famine, war and nobody
the alien bak. Gee, what an original ever gets old. Believing in this
story!
Utopia is fine, but my first thought
.I'he plot was written with one ob- was, if nobody ever ages how will
jective in mind; and that was to fit the baby ever reach birth? If it ever
as many heartwarming cliches as is born, how will it reach puberty?
possible into a 90 minute movie. .Or better yet, how did the old
The way the cliches' are strung woman get pregnant in the first
together insults the audience. None place? Never aging is one thing, -but
of it makes sense. A movie has the being able to reproduce again
power to make you believe in the means she (the old woman) must be
unbelievable. In "Cocoon : The regressing. The whole idea was an
Return," even when the viewer emotional set-up. It was not cute, it
believes in the fantasy, the plot is so was not likeable. I felt used.
poorly written that the fantasy itself
Cocoon: The Return left a bad
becomes unbelievable. For in- taste in my mouth. I felt taken for
stance, one of the "oldsters" granted, I felt as though America
becomes pregnant after returning to was taken for granted. I felt
earth. This allows the writers to put America had been turned into a
all kinds of cute scenes into the laughingstock filled with shallow,
movie. You know, like the loving 70 tired cliches. Maybe, it's our fault. I
year old couple in a pregnancy class mean, look who our choices for
learning breathing techniques while President were. Sadly, and finally,
the other younger couples look at it is America who the world must
thank for "Cocoon: The Retorn:'
them and wonder.
Of course throughout the movie, We sure come a long way since
we are told at least four times that "The Wizard of Oz" haven't we.
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Martin Stlrkey

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR

Stark's Arts

BEST VISUAL EFFECTS
BEETLEJUICE....

Christopher Walken
(BILOXI BLUES)*

Dean StockweU*
(MARRIED TO THE MOB)

WILLOW....
DIE HARD*
A NIGHTMARE
STREET 4

ON

A PREDICTION INTO

ELM

SCROOGED*
WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBIT....

-------------for best visual effects.

··Scrooged 9t

•

~~
~

~"-

<,

r-;
I

~

-------

BEST ADAPTED SCllEEIVPLA Y

tress,

Jean-Claude Carriere and Philip
Kaufnuln
(THE UNBEARABLE LIKENESS
OF BEING)*

WAR)*

t

Oliver Stone, Eric Bogosian and
Stephan Singular
(TALK RADIO) NR

::E
~

Joel Oliansky
(BIRD)-

en

s:

Best Screenplay,

Q

~

~I
John Oease did • bug

up job
writing U A FisII called Wanda,"
and should get nominated
BEST ORIGINAL SCREENPLA Y
Ramon Mendez and Tom Musca
(STAND AND DELIVER)

River Pbeonix
(RUNNING ON EMPTY)*

...... ,

what movie, others than the ones
nominated, deserve mention. I will,
however.
star and
highlight my five choices in each
specific category with more than
five entries. Movies with an "NR"
next to it are movies not yet released
at press time but stand a very good
chance of being nominated (according to industry insiders) and those
films, actors, actresses and directors
should be counted into this list in
order to make it complete.
In February we will compare my
choices with those of the Academy
and I will pick my possible winners.

Best

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
Mercedes Ruebl
(MARRIED TO THE MOB)*
Sonia Braga
(THE MILAGRO
WAR)*

BEANFIELD

Kathy Baker
(CLEAN AND SOBER)*
Martba Plimpton
(RUNNING ON EMPTY)*
ReizI·lIMyk·
·t

(CROSSING DELANCEY)*
-::':Ai¥?:'

Sigo.....ey Weaver (pictured above) and Meryl Streep
will most assuredl)' battle it out for tbe Best Actress
lIomination.

BEST ACTRESS

BEST PICTURE

Barbara Hershey

BIG

BEST ACTOR

WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBIT*

Meryl Streep
(A CRY IN THE DARK)....
Jodie Foster
(THE ACCUSED)"
Kathleen Turner
(ACCIDENTAL TOURIST) NR
Christine Lahti
(RUNNING OF EMPTY)*
Bette Midler
(BEACHES) NR

THE MILAGRO
WAR

BEANFIELD

THE UNBEARABLE LIKENESS
OF BEING

,._-. ,

Tom Hanks
(BIG)
Michael Keaton
(CLEAN AND SOBER)*

Dennis Hopper did a good job directing
"Colon," and deserves a DomiaatioD.

Edward James Olmos
(STAND AND DEUVER)

BEST DIRECTOR

Forrest Whitaker
(BIRD)*

GORILLAS IN mE MIST*

:~'.;~,~--~-.--.~._----"""::-....... -~·:-~/:t;,-·.·:·:· "::~ <:i'

Willem Dafoe

A CRY IN THE DARK*

(THE LAST TEMPTATION OF

MIDNIGHT RUN

CHRISn*

EIGHT MEN OUT

Kevin Kostner
(BULL DURHAM)

MADAME SOUSATZKA
TALK RADIO (NR)

Gene Hackman or Willem Dafoe
(MISSISSIPPI BURNING)* NR

DANGEROUS UAISONS* (NR)

John Malkovich

Philip Kaufman
(THE UNBEARABLE LIKENESS
OF BEING)
Robert Redford
(THE MILAGRO BEANnELD
WAR)*
Dennis Hopper
(COLORS)·
<luis Menaes

(A WORLD APARn·

Glenn Close
~ANGEROUSLUUSONS(NR

Michelle Pfeiffer
(DANGEROUS LIASIONS) NR

Harrison Ford

A WORLD APART *
Diane Keaton
(THE GOOD MOTHER)

To. Haab is about due few • aOlDiulion.

(FRANTIC) *

(A WORLD APART)*
Sigourney Weaver
(GORILLAS IN THE MIST)*

I

Diane Venora
(CROSSING DELANCEY)

.. -:,"<;;::'.

ti

t
-e

Dean Stockwell is up against strong
contenders in the Best Supporting Actor category,

Mercedes Ruehl will be up against heavy
competition in the Best Supporting
Actress category.

Adapted Screenplay (a movie based
on a book, papers or a true story)
and Best Visual Effects.
Remember, only five nominees can
be chosen in each particular
category. I may list more than five
entries just to give you an idea of

David Ward and John Nichols
(THE MlLAGRO IJEANl"IELD

~

II

_

Check it out! Tbe Oscar Nomina
tions are only two months away.
With the 1988 movie season coming
to a close I thought it might be fun
to try and predict the Academy's
nominations. Below are my
nominated choices for Best Picture,
Best Actor and Actress, Best Director, Best Supporting Actor and Ac-

Roger Rabbit down for two: Best Picture Slid Best Visual Effects.

Rob Caswell and Fred Schepisi
(A CRY IN THE DARK)....

D. B. Sweeny
(EIGHT MEN qUT)

"~

<,

Anne Hamilton Pbelan and Tab
Murphy
(GORILLAS IN THE MlSn*

Martin Landau
(TUCKER: A MAN AND HIS
DREAM) *

FEBRlJARY'S OSCAR
NOMINilTIONS
<.

~,

",

Paul Schrader
(THE LAST TEMPTATION OF
CHRIST) *

Jobn Mahoney
(BETRAYED)*

(DANGEROUS LIAISONS) NR

Francis Ford Coppola
(rUCKER: A MAN AND HIS
DREAM)

Gary Ross and Anne Speilberg

(BIG)*
George Gallo
(MIDNIGHT RUN)

Martin Scorsese
(THE LAST TEMPTATION OF
CHRIST

Susan Sadler
(CROSSING DELANCY)*

John Sayles
-(EIGHT MEN otrn

Je..n Oease

Cia. Eastwood

(A I1SH CALLED WANDA)*

(BIRD)·

rraomi Foner
(HVNNING ON EMPTY)*

Fred Scllepld
(A CRY IN THE DARK)*

JeIJ Stuart and Steven E. deSouza
(DIE HARD)·

Kevin Costner might get lucky witb a 1I0minadon for IUs performance in L--=--.:..:..:..:::...---:.......=:.:..=====::.::...:.:.-:.:-:-........:...--------------7"'
Bull Durham.
Harriaoa Ford sIIo.ld te• • •omilUldoa for Ids porb .,.. of Dr. lUdIard
Walker in uFRANTIC. to
•

w-... Dafoe poi In,ed .Jesa ID "TIM Last Te.ptatkMI Of CIartst." Aa adial
MJdIMI &etatoa (II....... dtIIIr) . . . Ka&II~ . . . (llUia I ....• 11JIe) colllcl
take IIoIlle Oscar, if tIHIr IKky tills February ud lel no_aated.

job ....1 IlOl . . .y aclen

CD

play coaYladftlly.

Oliver Stone
, .

(TALK RADIO) NR

.
I '_
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Self-Portrait in a soft hat
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Curren t ly appearing at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art is a
retrospective exhibition of the
works of Edgar Degas (1834-1917).
Twelve galleries house over three
hundred works done during Degas'
f'if'ty- year career. Arranged
thematically from his early student
drawings to the more known pastels
and paintings, this large scale show,
the largest in over 50 years, offers a
wonderful display fOT all.
Degas began his 'career in 'his
native Paris learning to draw in the
traditional manner by copying
works done by the great masters.
After demonstrating talent and
potential, Degas went on to work
with live models. Degas left Paris to
briefly attend law school in Italy
only to return in 1853. Degas attended the Ecole de Beaux-Arts in
Paris for three years until 1856 and
then again left to study at the
French Academy in Rome. The
gallery of early studies shows
Degas' fine schooling from the
demands of classical technique.
Degas' atuned awareness of light
and shade, and their delicate interaction with the line of the human
form are evidenced in these drawings, as well as his ability to
translate an image from sight to
paper. It is in these early works that
one can see Degas' potential which
would lead to his later success.
Degas continued his classical
education until 1859 when he once
again returned to Paris. It was at
this point in life that Degas began to
produce works in such a fashion
that he hoped would distinguish
himself. In the Gallery of History
Paintings are four such works
through which Degas hoped to
receive acclaim, and did.
Executed in the early 1860's,
Degas' history paintings, found
their inspiration in ancient and
rnidieval history as well as biblical
narrative. Along with t his distinctive source of inspiration, Degas used unusual groupings of figures and
distinctive coloring to convey
multidimensional meani ngs to the
\ iewer , Superior to the sketches
done during his classical training,
the prelim nary sketches for these
h istory paintings are some of his
most accomplished.
In the same decade, Degas not
only made his introduction into the
world with his history paintings,
but also began a long personal

-

,

I
J

fludio
Too•••

!i
.__ .

._

tradition of portraiture that would
his emphasis of line, curve, and
constitute a major portion of his
balance of the human from without
career. It has been described by
the distraction of erotic undertones,
many that Degas held a novel apas seen here in UNude Woman
proach to portraiture in that his
Combing Her Hair" (c. 1988 subjects project a strong sense of in1890).
dividual personality. To achieve
By this time, Degas' eyesight
this effect, Degas put his ingenuity
began to seriously fail, forcing him
to work. By positioning most of his
to use his more characteristic
subjects off-center, he allowed for
medium of pastel. Not only did the
Reports and specs from an audio
bright dry pastels allow him to ex- dealer will tell you exactly what to
personal objects and surroundings
that would give the viewer clues as
plore new variations of Impres- expect from your system, but there
to how each subject existed in sociesionist sensitivity to light, but they are times when you may begin to
ty. As can be seen in "Woman
also enabled him to record his reac- wonder whether or not the system
Leaning Near a Vase of Flowers."
tions to form, movement and space you actually do own is up to par
(1865) Degas selects an article such
faster, and more easily than with with what it's supposed to do. You
as a bouquet of flowers and gives it
oil. In his series of Russian dancers could hand your equipment over to
equal prominence in the picture as
done in 1899, Degas used this a repairman for evaluation, but
to the subject. By the addition of medium and took it to great there are two reasons against doing
these articles, Degas hints at facets
heights. In what Degas termed as this. First, this practice is likely to
of his subject's personality, capturhis "orgies of color," he combined manifest itself as a big dent in your
ing their body and soul.
color, line, form, and movement to wallet. Second, you can never be
In fact, it is quite astonishing to
produce almost riotus images. sure whether or not your repairman
experience the life-like qualities Through these works, Degas show- (with all the trappings of profesthese portraits poses. Degas' imed that even though his capacity for sional competence) really knows his
pressionist style, coupled with
production had been limited by his hardware. They could only be inseemingly stop action poses, implies dimming eyesight, his artistic judgterested in parting money from the
life, or movement which will be ment remained intact, allowing for unawares who have some.
resumed as soon as the viewer's quality works. In light of his newly
The answer then, like so many
head is turned. In this light, Degas formed modern approach to art and othe rtimes, is to do it yourself.
art can be truly credited as a human its consequent realizations, Degas There is a cheap and simple method
feat. Imagine the talent and insight
himself stated "It is all very well to to evaluate your hi-fi system, and it
required for an individual to turn copy what you see, but it is better to coudl work wonders for the selftubes of paint and a blank canvas draw what you see in your mind... esteem. Those dependence out the
into an image that looks as though Then your memory and your im- window. What is this messianic
it's going to discover that it has agination are freed from the tyran- \ method of deliverance? Paradoxbeen seen.
ny imposed by nature."
i ically, it's noise.
1
-----------,-----------.,.---------1
'We always want to banish noise
from our. system because noise or
(video "snow") competes and interferes with what we want to hear
i' or view. Random, or white, noise,
however, can be used as an impecI cable evaluation tool, and it may
even help you to improve the performance of your equipment. If we
learn to use this method well, such
Eo- noise affords a very demanding and
~ subjective analysis of our com-e
Lt. ponents.
o I To begin with, clean white noise
~ has spectral and temporal proper~ ties that music does not have. Music
,~ tends to fluctuate in amplitude and
~ frequency balance to the point that
~ AlB testing almost always ends up
.... as an exercise in fruitless futi lity.
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channel separately, by rotating the
balance control to shut off the
other. If you compare the channels
together, additional variables will
come into play which may affect the
results of the test.
I f your tape and recorder are
complementary and of high quality,
you will find that at -20 dB the tape
recording should be nearly the same
as the original FM noise source, as
far as frequency content is concerned. At -10 dB, you may find a
muting of the extreme highs as the
tape starts to saturate, but this
muting is slight. Still further at -5
dB, or even OdB, there may be no
accurate reproductions of the random noise source at all. But this is
normal at those levels. At OdB (the
level for what is known as acid
testing) especially, the frequency
content of white noise will overload
almost any tape, be it Sony, Maxwell, or whatever.
Most digital tuners today cannot
give us' the perfect unrnuted in-

terstationhissJeCOrding, and unfortunately so. If you have this kind
of tuner, or no tuner at all, an alternative random noise source is a
competent test CD. An example of
this would be the Digital Audio
Check CD by Denon. The only difference in procedure if you wish to
use a test CD is that you are required to rescue the proper test
signal before playing back the tape.
To test a video recorder, all you
need do is tune your VCR to a
non-existent TV channel (ever try
talking to someone?) and therefrom
flows, a suitable white noise signal.
Once this is set, and the feelings of
deja vu from Poltergeist subside,
the procedure for audio cassette
evaluation may proceed as above.
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By ROBYN ELLEN HENZEL

tacular at Radio City Music Rail

"Though on the face of it, it
impossible for the
Music Hall Rockettes to get any
better, nothing, well hardly
anything, is impossible to the
Rockettes. Now when they march
A. I wooden-like. they don't even bend
61their knees and when they fall over
~! the finish, they do it much more
~ slowly, which makes the finish take
~ longer and that much more fun to
z watch." - VARIETY, 1934
;(
The Christmas Spectacular at
~ Radio Oty Music Hall ranks among
~ traditions like the Macy's
a:I 1 Thanksgiving Day Parade and the
~ I Christmas tree at Rockefeller
~ Center as bona fide evidence that
~ : the holiday season in New York is
~ I actually here. These things are all
I joyful reminders that, amid the
! struggle to survive and prosper,
! New Yorkers retain hearts of gold
and a taste for pomp and splendor.
------------------------------The city is unrecognizable from
with all his friends. He witnesses the I the more innocent and glamourous
By GEORGIA KONTOS
crumbling of his own world and ! days of 1934, but the Rockettes are
Would you wish love on your finds himself powerless in the face still here, kicking with precision to
: an audience composed of tourists,
worst enemy? Maybe I would; if I of his own descent.
Ben
Stiller.
who
plays
Tipton,
i
children and suburban New
hated him enough. But obsessive
love? I surely wouldn"t be. that Larkin's best friend, is totally upset ~ Yorkers.
Should you go to Radio City this
cr~eI.Why?..Watch
"Fre~h. with tms whole situauon .. tie_ tnes i
to explain to Larkin the outcome year J you miglit fantasize that you
Horses" and you'll see.
and
the consequences which he will had gone back in time to the glitterAccording to Webster. an obsesface in the bitter end, but like they ing days of 1934. Step inside, and
sion is an idea that haunts or
say
"love is blind." Tipton knows the theatre calls you back to its
troubles the mind. Directed by
David Anspaugh, "Fresh Horses" that if Larkin had met Jewel a year romantic and impressive past.
is a heartfelt drama about obsessive ago, he wouldn't have looked twice, Come back to a time where public
but he's at a point in his life when bathrooms were spotless and conlove.
Andrew Mccarthy, (HClass." he's ready to break out, to shift structed of marble and glass/where
"Mannequinn") plays the role of gears and she's the catalyst. For a powder room was a refuge where
Larkin Jewel is a roller-coaster ride.
one could find ladies resting briefly
John Larkin, 22-year old college
It takes off and there is nothing you
in overstuffed velvet chairs sipping
senior from Cinci nnat i . An
can
do
to
stop
it.
By
the
end,
you're
champagne
before curtain call engineering major and engaged to a
either throwing up or you're exwhere only an occasional gloved
prominent doctor's daughter, he's a
hilarated.
and
bejeweled hand with dangling
young man on a very straight and
The only good outcome of this cigarettes, draped over the arms of
narrow path.
Then one day, he walks into a crazy relationship was that Larkin such a chair would be visible to ac- '
room and meets Jewel, portrayed opened a door to a whole different cidental passers-by. The culture and
by Molly Ringwald. A smokey,
world for Jewel. Because of him, 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - hauntingly exotic presence, she's a she goes back to school and begins II
girl from rural Kentucky who ex- to look toward the future in a more
udes both a dangerous sensuality positive way.
and a touching vulnerability. She is
Molly Ringwald gives an
very different from the women he's astonishing performance in ''Fresh I
exposed to. She's not formally Horses." Being one of today' s most I
educated, she hasn't even finished talented and dynamic actresses, she
high school. and she's been abused.
is known for such films as "Sixteen I
Of necessity this girl had to fight for Candles," "Pretty in Pink" and ;
everything she's got, unlike his "The Breakfast Club." The role !
fiancee, who was born with a silver Jewel is very different from the I,
.J ~ :
U);
spoon in her mouth. But her roles she's played in the past. This t · : J
perception of the world is so very role is much more emotional and i
~
different from everyone else he's deep felt. To prepare for the role, i
~
ever known that Larkin finds
she studied with a dialect coach to I
u
!
0
himself utterly intrigued by her. He perfect a rural Kentucky accent.
t . .:;Q<- I
is compelled to find out what this
Everyone tries hard for a stable
'" i
woman is all about. The problem is,
life lacking stress, and unhappy i
;
there's a price to pay for that.
results. When you feel that you are ! Santa, Mrs. Claus, an tbeir worksbop I
I' think Jewel knows that their
falling off track chances are that FJVe5.
I
relationship can't work, however more than likely you will pull r - - - - - - - - .--- -----l
desperately she wants it to. Her life yourself toward the right direction.
decoration of the theatre is from a i
has been a series of broken pro- There's something noble about so- more youthful, more hopeful:
mises and unfulfilled dreams.
meone who is willing to throw America
before the Great
Larkin treats her with more respect everything away for someone they Depression spun us into the second
and regard than any man she's ever love. Whether it's foolish or tragic world war, bnefore the whole world
known. She really believes that is another thing, but for someone to stopped dressing for dinner.
I
Yesteryear, ladies and their
she'll never have anyone in her life commit themselves to this kind of
again quite like Larkin, and like love is quite honorable and awfully lipstick stepped out with gentlemen ,
everyone else, she wants to be lov- exciting. I give "Fresh Horses,"
in top hats and tails and took in a i
two
thumbs
up,
and
remember
show
on the Great Stage. Today, :
ed.
guys, before you break up with
toddlers and teens with their moms, I
Larkin stops going to school,
your girlfriend for a potential relatourists from the midwest and other I
jeopardizes his scholarship, fights
.tiooship.with
a
"Jewel;"
think
foreign
lands all line up in the arter- !
with his. farIiily~ ,~~)Ves out of P\S,
noon and evening to see the: Rocket- i
parent's home and loses contact- twice.
I
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Freshens up with
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I The Magnificent Christmas Spec-

Such white noise testing may also
To test an audio cassette recorder
help you determine which tape
using white noise evaluation, first
find an older FM tuner that allows brands are most compatible with
your system, i.e., audio magnetism,
~I interstation hiss to be heard with
chemistry,
etc. Notably, they will
I
the muting off. Tune into a spot on
help pinpoint which brands are
I
! the dial where this hiss is steady and
most
plagued by coating irI smooth. Then record it. The length
Woman leaning near a vae of flowers.
regularities and dropouts. Hint:
-_._--- ----_._----- 1 of your recording is a function of
Avoid these tapes!
This exhibition is a must-see for how extensive a testing is planned,
It wasn't until Degas' presentaFurthermore, even if your
all. However, a word of caution, but two minutes should be suffition of his pictures of bather's in
favorite
recorder/tape teain has
the late 18805 that he made his big- take your time! Gallery after cient here.
After two minutes have passed, performed flawlessly in a previous
gest impact. These works, exhibited gallery, the viewer is exposed to a
multiplicity of works executed in stop recording and rewind the tape test, a swift study of the combinaat the eight, and last, Impressionist
Exhibition in 1886, caused quite a
various media. While exciting and to the starting point. Take care not tion (or team) just prior to an imthorough, three hundred works to disturb the setting of the tuner portant recording session will reveal
stir Startled viewers stood amazed
at Degas' candor and unclassically comprised of paintings, drawings, dial. Play back the noise and per- if the heads are not clean or if some
pastels, m o n otyp es , prints,: form an AlB comparison between other problem (bias adjustment)
dispassionate studies of female
has since raised its ugly head.
nudity. Frank, and direct, Degas' photographs, and sculpture can be I the signals from the tuner and from
(time to pound it back in again)
quite confusing and intimidating if : the deck, making sure to check each
Bathers of the 18805 and 18905 aprushed through. To facilitate .the 1 - ---------------------pear as though observed through a
appreciation of this productive arr;
peep-hole; private, natural, and
unaware. Art Historian H. H. Artist"s 50 year career, the MET offers
Z
nason, states in his book "History a wide variety of supplementary
~
of Modern Art " (1986). that in his
courses, lectures, and films. The I
t;
Degas
retrospective
runs
until
I
W
pictures of bathers Degas goes
gj
beyond any of his predecessors in Jan. 8, tickets being available I
~
presenting in nude figure as part of through Ticketron, Teletron, and
a scene, of an environment in which
at the museum, for a base fee of I
~
she fits with unconscious ease.
$5.00 each. For additional informa- I
.0
Because of the lack of frontality
tion, contact the Public Informacombined with the element of tion Department at (212) 879-5500. .
Good results froll1 a pleneer DEH~ Qua1'tZ-PLL Syntbesfzel' FMIAM
naturalistic ease, DPffUS brought out
, ,
Tunaer/€D Player·'·
' , . ' , ,-t
, .
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DEGAS: ON DISPLAY
AT "THE MET"
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tes. Radio City has gone through
some changes since the old days,
and even closed its doors briefly
during the 1970's, but it returned
stronger than ever. The Christmas
Show remains "One of the most
well-known theatrical presentations
around the world."
Nov. 11, 1988, was the opening
night that marked the show's 999th
performance in its present format.
This year is the tenth anniversary of
the
Magnificent Christmas Spectaeular, the
first of which was performed in
1978 to celebrate the historic
theatre's re-opening. And, in 1988,
the Roekettes are ready, with '30
pounds of sequins and 1,200 yards

of rhinestone beading, a total of six
costume changes for a 90 minute,
all live show. Topics for the performance and dance range from the
nativity (grand finale) to _"The
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers," a
Radio Oty Musical Hall classic, still
performed in "traditionally stiff
starched white trousers, short red
jackets and customary black shiny
hats. " There are a total of 350
costumes, an' ice rink, a tribute to
"The Nutcracker;" several sheep,
two donkeys a horse and three
camels. As an added extra special
behind the scenes note, all the
animals live in the lower area of the

(Continued on Page B/2)
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CLASSIFIED
LONELY?
Need a Date?
Write Datetime. 134 W. 32nd St.
Suite 602. New York, N.Y. :OOO~
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CRUISE SHI PS
Now Hiring Men and Women Summer &
Career Opportunities (Will. Ti'ai n) Exceent
Pay Pius World Travel. Hawaii.
Bahamas. Canobean. Etc CALL NOW~
206-737·7000 bl 511 C

JOBS IN AU ST RALIA
immediate Opening tor Men and Women
$11.000 to $60.000 Construction.
Manutacturing. Secretarial Work. Nurses.
Engineering, Sales. Hund reds of Jobs
listed. CALL NOW~ 206-736-7000 Ext
511A.
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renamed '4Ybe Sound Power
the very hard dub mix from "Flow
Remix" because Terry sampled
With The New Style" in my
Christmas mixes. As far as the
Reese and Santonio?s uYbe
album is concerned, I really exSound," Somehow, Terry and
(Continued from Ptlge B5)
pected to be bored with the .whole
Fresh Reconls were able to get the
(0 the issue of sampling. took issue
project. I felt that once you 've
rights again (OR something is going
heard a Todd Terry jam, you've
on here), and this new version is as
with producers such as Todd Terry,
rough and novel as the first one
who seemingly use the various heard every Todd Terry jam. I was
forms of technology previously wrong. Even the annoyingly ubiwas; The key element in this "Back
mentioned as a replacement for quitous "Bango" has some new - To Tbe Beat" is the appearance of
one of New York's top editors,
basic musical principles. So what do twists to it, albeit in a much
Sleeping Bag and Fresh Records shortened version. Most of the
Chep "Chip Cbop" Nunez. If you
do? They send me Terry's two latest material on this album is new and,
are an avid fan of confusion. and
releases: his single withZ' LA Rock to my knowledge. previously
like your mixes well and imaginatively edited, this mix is for
"Play With The New Style" b/w unreleased. uTbe CIrcus" is a
Terry-ized
version
of
Martin's
Ciryou. If there was any doubt about
"You Got The Tune" and his new
Chep·s prowess as an editor, such
album "To TIle Bat~ Let's cus, and the concept is palatable.
doubts should be dispelled imGo "). I listened to both compila- "Made By Tbe Manu is another
downtempo,
homeboy
special
that
mediately. Overall. this album is
tions and, to be very honest, neither
not bad and given the City's adop. of them were bad. In fact, I actually should have the banjys out in full
force.
uSense"
is
a
(oh
my
God!)
tion of sample records as a viable
liked some of the material. Terry
medium, this project should sell
produced and mixed both of T LA slow jam that has a sort of
well.... Has anybody taken a real
Rock's singles. and' the rhythms "Moments In Love" feel to it. My
hard look at the mini LP released
reminded me of those memorable favorite cut on the album is actually
by BacknH»m Productions? This is
childhood times in Parkchester a remake of a Terry mix that caused
a slammer. and not just because of
when the hip hop movement was a lot of problems with a duo named
"DefinitioD of a Track." Perhaps
still new and fresh to everyone. I Reese and Santonio. As previously
reported.
uBiack
To
The
Beat"
was
the
sleeper hit in the tri-state area is
may actually make it a point to use
Kenya Travitt's "Coine Into My
Heart." This is definitely worth a
listen. and makes the entire work
worth the extra dollar or so most
stores charge for it... Be on the
S lookout for a. new group called
..: Pilot Jones. They are recording on
8 Columbia Records, and are so hot
~ that they could become the next
i Yazoo... Ten City's first release was
~ played on the WBLS Dance Party
~ last week. Believe me. it is more in
~ the Gamble and Huff tradition of
e the 19705 than the House tradition
of the 19805. There are real inIS struments being played by real peo~ pie, complete with all kinds of
human spontanaeity and (God forbid!) human mistakes. I loved it;
Todd Terry, who KMD called uThe Samplimg Kiag." was very Impressed with his
the drums were real. the percussion
latest bit singles witb T LA. Reck; "Play witll the New Style" aDd "To The Bat·
was real. the horns were real •...
mo- ':e, Let's go."
everything was- real and had a nice.
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ALUMNUS MAKES GOOD AT
GOODBYE COLUMBUS

Scoundrels; Martin and
Caine are Dirty and Rotten
MARTIN STARKEY

By CAROL J. KELLY
movie
as
his
role
is
slightly
less
comYou know you are going to be in
With crisp piano accompaniment
for a funny movie just by the fact edic then Martin's (and I do mean
"slightly"
...
)
Together
Martin
and
only. Reg Pruitt belted out a wide
that Steve Martin has the lead role.
Caine
create
just
the
right
balance
variety of very entertaining songs to
The addition of Michael Caine as
Martin's co-star may make you of humor and passiveness that ! a packed house at The Goodbye
Columbus Supper Club, (Amster>slightly apprehensive at first. but as makes "Dirty Rotten Scoundrels"
dam & 95th) on Friday November
soon as you get into this film all such a pleasure to watch. Glenne
18th. Pruitt's one-man show ran the
your doubts will be washed awav. Headly is a pleasant surprise as the
~ould-be victim of these two dirty
gamut of emotions-from moody
Martin and Caine are terrific!
~
rotten scoundrels and her role is
blues to up-beat disco; from BroadThe movie is "Dirty Rotten Scan- pivotal in making this movie enway show-stoppers to a medley of
drels," Orion Picture's latest offer- joyable.
Motown hi ts. A 1986 graduate of
ing for the holiday season. and it
"Dlrty Rotten Scoundrels"
Baruch College, Pruitt proved that
stars Steve Martin and Michael passes the comedy test. it is a film
he's not only talented, but knows
Caine as a couple of con men trying ~ hat the entire family can enjoy this
how to work a crowd.
to get rich quick by putting their holiday season.
The show got under way more
unique talents of persuasion to use. "DJR TY ROTTElV SCOUNthan
a little late because the .dinner
in of all places; The French Riviera.
DRELS" OPENS FRIDA Y,
crowd took a while to leave. Pruitt
Posing as a rich prince from an DECEMBER 9TH A T AREA
made his entrance wearing a crinkly
THEA TERS EVER YWHERE.
obviously made-up country.
white parachute outfit and shades.
Lawrence Jamieson (Michael --------------~ After the usual light banter. pianist
Caine) and his two accomplices leap
Keith Saunders helped Pruitt set the
from one ritzy nightclub I casino to
tone of his show with an energetic
another conning rich young women
opening number-a bouncy, upout of their fortunes. Things hit a
tempo version of "Rain on mw
Parade." The audience was warm
snag when Jamieson runs into Freddy Benson (Steve Martin), an
i
and appreciative. It included
,
.
relatives. friends. a few people from
American con artist vacat ioning in
~
France who woo's money and sex
the record industry plus Baruch
from unexpecting females by telling
students and graduates. However.
them he has no money because he
there was a group sitting at a corner
spent it all on his dying grandtable that was so vocal that they
.
were
disruptive (especially during fresh insights. Pruitt simply rehashmother who needs a life saving
,
operation. Surprisingly, women fall
the first half of the show). Distrac- ed these crowd-pleasures and the
I
ting both the audience and the ar- audience was happy to just sing
for his sap story everytirne and that
c,-tist , they acted like giddy groupies along. Perhaps the only exception
amuses Jamieson at first, but later
who needed to share the spotlight. was "You're All I Need To Get By"
makes him nervous. He tries to get
rid of Benson. but like a pestering ::if
~ One could say tbattheir spirits
which ended on a well-sustained
needed dampening!
weed in a rose garden, he keeps
'.
high note.
popping up at the most inoppor~ ,
Pruitt next did an playful rendiNear the end of the show, Reg
tune times. By the way, these two
__ tion of Roger's and Hart's "Tbe Pruitt sang along with a tape of his
men don't like each other much.
..,Ifj tJ
Lady is a Tramp." Teasing the new disco single entitled"A Man's
it's nothing personal, it's just that
• ii:. women in the audience, he Got a Right." This is an original
the French Riviera is not big enough
~: substituted a few choice adjectives song written by Cloy Mills and
for two confidence men. How do
C'. for "tramp;' (bitch and slut, for Ethan Ries. Naturally, he was
they solve this little dilemma? with
. C: example). However. it was never ofsashaying and having a good time.
A bet of course. The first one to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-_"'___ fensive. Clearly, Reg Pruitt enjoyed Although I didn't think the song
con S50,000 at of a young, unex- Steve Martin and Michael Caine are a
playing devil' s advocate and his was distinctive, it had a great dance
perienced. American "soap box couple of no good. thieving, scum suckrapport with women was obvious.
beat.
(Glenne Headly) wins the bet and
ing , dirty rotten scoundrels.
With the opening sequence over,
In all, Reg Pruitl performed
t he loser has to leave town. prornis-'
Pruitt was much more relaxed. To a about twenty songs in a show which
ing never to return. You can
cheering audience, the unzipped his lasted well over an hour. By the
agme what happens next. Opening a
loose jumpsuit to reveal a sequined way, the program also has songs by
,~npt. l~ke this to Steve ,:0arfln is.
tuxedo. Pruitt then slowed the r-ace Duke Ellington, Michael Jackson
.:i<e snvme him the green light to de l
·...:1t:-: a ~~()OTh, lyrical interpreta- and Diana Ross (he refers to her as
wha~ever -P?PS into-his wacky head.
tion of Billy Joel's ··~ew York his "silent mentor"). You definitely
ThIS movie 10;; funny. It is loaded
State of Mind." This song was very get your money's worth!
WIth slap-st~ck antics that v...il~ keep'
well handled-the right emotional
Reg Pruitt's gig ends on Saturday
you entertained for the durat ion ot
range and phrasing. Of course, the December 3rd, but I'm sure he'll
the film, because the storv has
typical upper west side setting and soon be appearing at other clubs.
substance to it. The corned)' i~ merthe New York audience definitely He'll also have future engagements
rited, not forced on the audience
enhanced its appeal.
at Goodby Columbus Supper Club.
and that rna)' be because Frank Oz.
In general, Pruitt was more effec- He deserves your support. Watch
the director, is so talented when it
tive with ballads. Of particular note out for Reg Pruitt next time he apcomes to interpeting outrageous
is uWe Are A Family" from pears in the city.
comedy. Frank Oz. As you mayor
•
"Dreamgirts," which seemed to be
••••
may not know is one of the creators
a
sentimental
favorite
of
the
singer.
In an exclusive interview with
Bl TONI COLAVITO
of Jim Henson's "Muppets," as
He
gave
this
song
all
the
had.
With
The
Ticker, Reg Pruit said that
Warner Bros. new release. "Tewell as being many of their voices.
several
members
of
his
family
in
the
earned a BBA in Marketing from
quila Sunrise," is an action drama
Oz was also the voice of Yoda in
audience,
including
his
lovely
Baruch College in 1986. No doubt.
with a flair for the comic relief.
··Tbe Empire Strikes Back" and
grandmother,
the
good
vibes
were
this has prepared him to handle the
Wri tten and directed by Robert
"Return of the Jedi," and had a
almost
palpable.
Pruitt's
version
of
•'business" end of his show-biz
Towne. this picture isn't anything
hand in creating the 900 year old
two Billie Holiday songs: "Don't career. While at Baruch, he perthat hasn't been seen before on
Jedi master. He has also popped up
Explain" and "God Bless The formed in several Spring musicals.
"Miami Vice." The movie stars
in "Tbe Blues Brothers," and
Cbild That's Got His Own" was including "A Funny Thing HapA1e! Gibson as Mac, a semi"Trading' Places" and was influenvery moving. He improvised and pened On The Way To The Forum,"
retired drug dealer who wants to
tal in the production of "The Dark
embellished the original material. He played the lead in both
quit dealing, but claims that no one
Crystal. "
Another modern ballad- Terence "Pippin" and "Eb-Man" (a
will let him. Kurt Russell plays
Steve Mar/in, who hasn't made a
Trent D'Arbys "Sign Your Name Baruch student adaptation of
Nick, a cop whose job it is to arrest
flick since last years hit "Planes,
Across Ml Heart" was also well '·Everyman").
Mac. There is one problem though,
Trains, and Automobiles" with
done. In fact, Pruitt took the
After college, Pruitt moved to
Mac and Nick are friends. old high
John Candy, cranks out another
microphone
around
the
room
and
California for about six months. He
school chums loyal till the end.
fine comedic acting performance.
solicited
different
renditions
of
the
performed
in •'Skip Loew's Talent
,\-ficnelle Pfeiffer is Joanne, the
Martin has apparently cornered the
chorus from members of the au- Show," which is a stomping ground
owner of a local restaurant who the
market when it comes to corn ball
dience.
Although this ploy is almost ·for new talent. Back in New York,
police think is mixed up with Gibmoves and moron-style comedy and
a given at concerts, it is still fun to he was a contestant in Amateur
son in his drug affairs. But they're
his talents should be recognized. No
watch; Pruitt delighted in putting Night At Tbe Apollo as well as Star
wrong, the only reason Gibson
one in the industry does what he
people on the spot. Although enter- Searcb. He is now auditioning for
spends so much time in her
does better. Michael Caine provides
taining. the medley of Motown his Broadway shows. In addition to his
restaurant is because he's in love
the much needed sanity in this
Goodbye Columbus
was
too predictable. There were no stint at
(Continued on the next Page)
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Supper Club, since April (he appears about twice a month) Pruitt
has also performed at Palson's and
Trbie's in the city.

Like many other black entertainers, Pruitt started singing in
church. His grandmother (who he
considers his first manager) used to
take her grandsons to perform in
churches in Virginia, the family's
horne state. (Pruitt himself was
born in Queens.) As mentioned
before, his very supportive grandmother was in the audience at
Goodbye Columbus and she was
often acknowledged.
Pruitt has a full-time job as a
production editor for a magazine,
but as he gets more singing
engagements. he will probably be
able to support himself on performing and records alone. He says singing is "his life." Actively pursuing a
record contract, Pruitt is currently
negotiating with Virgin Records.

Spectacular
(From PqeBl1)

warm feel to it. It's about time ... I
can't believe this column made it
through the smeester. I had a lot of
reservations ab, nrt doing it. but
from the responses I received over
the course of the semester, I guess I
was doing things lawfully right.
There are scores of people to thank.
and I surely can't list all of them
here. There are some people that
deserve extra special thanks:' Arts
Editor Martin Starkey for his faith
in -allowing me to do what I wanted
to do as far as the structure and
content of this column are concerned; Dora Cohen of Sleeping Bag
Records; Beth Lewis of Private
Music; Dave Jurman and Mary
Moore of Arista Records: Leighann
S. Lord and the supporters of
brooski boy muzik; and all the disc
jockeys. artists, radio stations. and
clubs that make the music possible.
Finally. I would like to thank all the
members of the Barucb community.
because without your comments
and criticism, this column would be
nothing. I wish everyone good luck
on final exams. and I send you
away with these words of wisdom:
"The challenge facing black artists .. .is to free themselves from the
comforts of crossover. to recapture
their racial identity. and to fight for
the right to exist on their own
terms. Such a philosophy would
have a positive impact on all the institutions that support the music
and. because of music's special role
in the black American psyche. a
strong impact on its audience's
thinking. For this to occur. black
American has to acknowledge that
racial pride is as worthy a goal as
equality under the law. and,
moreover. that the two agendas still
go hand in hand."

TEQUILA
(Continued from previous Page)
with Pfeiffer. Needless to say Pfeiffer and Gibson find each other in
Gibson's jacuzzi during an unusual
slow motion love.scene. Raul Julia
gave an excellent performance as
the Mexican police officer who is
actually Carlos, the other drug
dealer everyone is trying to catch
Gibson with.
"Tequila Sunrise" (the only
reason why it's called Tequila
Sunrise is because Gibson keeps
drinking them) is a stretched out
version of a HMiami Vice" episode.
The tragic part is that "Vice" has
better story lines and better music. It
seemed as though Crockett and
Tubbs were going to pop up on the
screen any minute and say. "This is
the way to do it guys!" But the
movie was not a complete failure
because of the performances. Gibson had a much, much better role.
though, in "Lethal Weapon." The
characters in "Tequila Sunrise"
were not well developed, which is
why they weren't very convincing.
There were several memorable
moments scattered throughout the
picture. but nothing substantial. If
you enjoy watching anyone of
these four actors on the screen. you
may consider seeing this film, if
not, stick to your local T.V. Guide.

.....

Merry
Christmas

-Nelson George

The Death of Rhythm and Blues
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Between J987-1988., eight hun-

dred and twenty eight. thousand
peop:leanended tbeChristmasshow
at ItadIo Oty. Last year, there were
152 performances of the show, running. for a total of 8 weeks. This
Ye8r~ because of the shoW's ever increasing popularity for fa'mily viewing, Ute show \1riU_ be runlting for a
total of 166 performances.
Tickets for the "MapificeDt
CluiSbBas SpectacDlr, U are on sale
now and are priced at 129 and $26,
aD seats reserved. The Box office ~
open M~y_ .!hro!llhSa;twcL1y
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m..,and Sunday~
from 11 a.Dl. to 8 p.m. ,There are
special savinp for schools and
groups with· a minimmn of 2S pe0ple. For goup sales "and reservalic:ms<:aJI the· Radio' ClY'Group

Sales of~ at 212-541-94,36,
general·

in fQrmati OA

212~1j7-3100.

'

\Vhich girl~ you and your parents plenty of time
to decide just who pays f( lr it all.

t()r you in just a few weeks.

lts nevei been difficult for students to convince
their parents of the need for 3 Macintosh' rornput,-r
at school.
Persuading them towrite the check. however. is
another thing altogether.
\Vhich is \\'hy Apple created the Student Loan tuOwn Program. An ingenious loan program that makes

There's n« collateral. \() need te) pre In' financial
hardship. \0 applica ion fee.
Best ofall, the loan payments ran he spread over
as manv as 10 vears.

II.

IntroducingApple's
Student LoantoOwn Program

...

Contact Alvssa

buying J Macimosh as easy as using one.
Simply pick up JO application at the loration
listeo helu\y. orcall HOO-H)1 LOA.\ . All your pan:I1h
need to do is fill it out. sign it. ano seno it
If they quali~·. they"lI recei\'e a check

~
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At the half Baruch led 53-16.
Greaves, with his excellent shooting
and playmaking led the team with
16 points and Varellas came off the
bench to score 10 points.
The big story of the first half was
turnovers. Steven's Tech committed
24.hut Baruch had only two, which

is a record-low.
Baruch started the second half a
little sloppy. In the first 2:30, the
Statesmen committed 4 turnovers.
Once again, the reserves took
over, building a 68-22 lead with
ten minutes to go. Kevin _June
emerged as a force on defense and

offense. He appears to be an excellent backup to Michael Reid;
blocking shots and pulling down rebounds. Everybody got "into" the
game, including the fans, who exploded when Anderson Agard hit a
ten foot jumper to give Baruch a
72-24 lead.

*******************************

**************************.***
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There are high hopes for this year's Roundball squad.

Ladies "Strike" First
t

,

points and was a physical force in
pulling down six rebounds, blocking a shot and making a steal. The
non-starters did an excellent job in
the second half as they helped
Baruch build a 30 point lead 79-49.
Vassar rallied towards the end but
fell way. short. Baruch won their
first game of the year 99-81 .
The next night, the Statesmen
hosted the Steven's Tech Ducks.
Once again Baruch started quickly.
Steven's Tech's nickname should
appropriately be renamed "Sitting
Ducks. "
Baruch's aggressive play and full
court press led to Steven's Tech
making bad passes and committing
many turnovers.
Sean Jones made the score 24-10
when Sandy Varellas pulled down
an offensive rebound and dished
the ball to Jones, who sank a long·
jumper from the corner. At the fifteen minute mark, Baruch went up
35-12 as they continued their aggressiveness on defense and on the
offensive boards.
The team's only problem was
their poor shot selection, at times.
They took too many three-point
shots. Brian Skriloff took five
three-pointers, hitting two of them.

Spangler

The coach knows he is in for a
are Judy Lin and Amelia Knowles.
Coach York is not overly optimistic battle with Hofstra. HI know
about Mok's leave. "Hopefully Hofstra has a good team and with
The ladies have a miniscule lead
they can make up for Linda. They l.:inda. graduating, we~n have a
over Hofstra University after five
weeks -of iRt~nsebow1ingcompcti- ..ha~to start bowling like-I want _¥l~~ntlc ~<?le:.:_"- It s g_01Jl~ tob~ a
them to. If they don'tshape up, it's tougb" road afiead, no matter
tion. .
gonna be a tough stretch."
what..
.
The team, coached by. Doug
Baruch is trying to repeat as diviOn hIS captain, York adds,
York, has split their two matches
sion
champs.
Last
season,
they
also
"She's
a fine captain, she's. the only
with Hofstra and has whipped
defeated
Hofstra.
returning
player from last year
Stevens Tech three times for an
Some of the high points of the (besides ~ok who is l~ving)." .
overall record of 4-1 .
young season so far include, The
The ladles ~ave a slIm.four point
The team is led by captain,
leagues
two
highest
games.
Reisman
lead
over their closest rivals. They
Sakena Parker and January
and Parker rolled a 226 and a 206 are losing one of their top players
graduate, Linda Mok. They have
respectively. The team has scored due to gra~uation. Whoev~r
averages of 156 and 148 respectivethe second highest match (663) and replaces her will lack a great deal ~n
ly. Laura Reisman and Anna
the league high series (1780). The expe~lence. Yet, they are «m
Daniels round out the starting four.
ladies
also boast the highest team fighting; for themselves and the
The two reserves, one who will
average (139).
school, so ... Go.
inherit a starting role in January,
*****.**.*********.******.*****.~**************************************
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oec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

·6. VS. CCNY - 7:3(l PM
13. vs. lehman - 7:30 PM
15, vs. Hunter - 7:30 PM
21, vs. Staten Island - 4 PM
23, vs. USMMA - 7:30 PM
25, VS. Medgar Evers - 7:30 PM
31, vs. Purchase - 7:30 PM

Women's Basketball
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

6, VS. CCNY - 5 PM
15, vs. Hunter - 5:30 PM
10, VS. Lehman - 6 PM
21, VS. Staten Island - 1:30 PM
23, vs. Mt. St. Vincent - 5 PM
29, vs. SUNY Maritime - 5:30 PM
31, vs. Marymount - 6 PM

Women's Fencing
F £ATUR
PReSEtlTA

bre-:.us I a.I1t philosop11er

yES
1i~ce.L~

Jan. 17, vs. CCNY - 7 PM

Men's Fencing

J 1'5 \'1 t <\..
(.s AN

Jan. 17, vs. CCNY - 7 PM
Jan. 20, VS. S1. John's - 7 PM
Jan. 26. vs. Rutgers - 7 PM .
i
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Men's and Women's Bowling

~_ _~_~_~

""'~MJIiII:."'M~_"

Every Sunday at "Bowlmor"
110 University Place
* All other events played in 6tb Door GYM*
*except Men's Basketball, played at XaVier High School*
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Men's Basketball

Jan. 23. vs. York - 7 PM

NOw FOa

1;-

.;****************************

Men's Volleyball

AND

t.

For the rest of the game, the
players showed a lot of confidence.
There were some breakdowns but
on the whole, Baruch's tenacious
defense forced many turnovers and
low percentage shots.
When the final buzzer sounded,
Baruch had won a laugher 88-33.
Greaves led all scores with 21
points, Varellas scored 14 and
Gurin added 12.
.
A mellow Varellas commented,
"It was a good win, but we
shouldn't get too high. The test will
come against CUNY teams. The
team looks good. We have a lot of
talent and if we play up to our
potential, we can win 15 games and
hopefully be in the top three teams
in the CUNY conference. ,.
Michael Reid added, "I'm very
optimistic about my freshman
season. It would be nice to win in all
four years."
Coach Rankis is also optimistic.
"We're young and learning to move
the ball. We're also playing as a
team. The players aren't concerned
about personal statistics. They
don't care who scores as long as someone scores. We're going to win
more if we playas a team."
After two losses, Baruch has won
two straight at home. The tearn is
playing with confidence and
everybody is con tributing and playing as a team. If Baruch continues
playing this way, they could be a
surprise team in the CUNY conference.

THE HOLIDAY HOME GAMES

By MICKEY KRAMER

**********••••****************••***
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By MICKEY KRAMER

mistaken for North Carolina in feelings, "The problem isn't over. I
terms of athletics. If we put such don't think a sore throat should
additional obstacles in front of our keep the girls from playing basketathletes, we may end up losing ball, they're in fabulous shape. It
teams. "
doesn't just effect the girls, it
The ladies' assistant coach and disrupts the whole program."
men's baseball coach, John
The game itself was a complete
Krochack. feels otherwise. "I hap- washout.
Without Williams' and Epp's
pen to think she's doing her job.
She's like that for all the athletes. 25-35 points, the team could do no
It's better to be safe than sorry. I right.
agree one-hundred percent with the
Baruch built a 4-0 lead on
nurses decision, It's TOO had it had Novena Lewis' short jumper and a
to happen, but all the brouhaha is Stephanie Varcados coast to coast
silly... She's always been that layup, with six and a haIf minutes
way,".
gone by in the first half.
The rest of the game should be
The nurse in question, Barbara
Marks, defended her actions by say- bottled, sealed and tossed in the
ing, "'They came too late for their Atlantic- never to be seen again••.
physicals... But if they had done
The game isn't the story here towhat (-bey wer-e toW on Friday, they day. The story is the questien of .. ~
would've been cured by Tuesday. I priorities.
know it's hard to get players, but
Should the players been given
that's not why they are here (in clearance to play?
For my money, I'd say YES; abschool)... Also, any infection must
solutely,
positively, YES.
treated
or
twenty
years
down
the
be
road, bad effects could take place."
If you can play with a sore ankle,
Coach Penny Weiner has other you can play with a sore throat.
*************..*************.** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The ladies opened their basketball season against John Jay College, but ...
All-Star Hilary Williams couldn't
suit up; Maria Epp couldn't suit up;
and likewise for Cleo Guiste,
Three days before the season
opener, the school doctor and nurse
diagnosed these players as having
red tonsils and did not give the OK
to play.
The results of the game was a
not-unexpected disaster. Baruch
was demolished 56-21.
The refusal of the medical team
to give clearance has caused quite a
furor among those involved.
A higher-up in the athletic administration, who wanted to remain
anonymous, ·wa.s very upset over {he
issue. He comments, ulf we're going to keep players from participating because of sore throats
then we might as well keep half the
student body at home. It is difficult
enough to field certain teams here
at Baruch, which will never be
*******************************
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It's scrt. . . . . . . . for die .....

Home Sweet Hom.e
For Statesmen
By STEVEN SCHEER
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Tile Baruch Men's Basketball
team opened up the 1988-89 season
in poor fashion as they lost to
Frostberg State of Maryland in the
opening round of the Frostberg
Tournament, 108-49.
In the consolation game, Baruch
played Spring Garden College.
Baruch played well in the first half
and took a three point lead into the
locker room. They maintained a
slim lead until a few minutes remained in the game.
Spring Garden then took control
of-and eventually won the game,
80-68. Baruch finished last in the
four team tournament.
On Nov. 21, Baruch opened its
home season at Xavier High School
against Vassar College.
The Statesmen started out fast,
racing at to a 17-9 lead early on, but
Vassar went on a run to tie the game
at 24.
Midway through the first half,

Baruch pulled away. Tyrone
Greaves' three point play put
Baruch up by five points at
31-26; another three point play by
Randy Gurin stretched Baruch's
lead to 41-29 and Gurin's 20th point
of the half came at the halftime
buzzer as he buried a shot to give
Baruch a twenty point lead at,
59-39. Gurin, who didn't play much
in the second half finished with 22
points. Tyrone Greaves had a big
half, when he scored most of his
team high 24 points, as did Michael
Reid, who was solid on offense and
defense, scoring 11 points and grabbing 9 rebounds.
With a 20 point lead at the half
coach Ray Rankis rested his starters
to give the reserves more playing
time. They responded very well.
Backup Center, Kevin June was impressive both offensively and defensively . June finished with eight
(Continued on Page 815'

